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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, September 9, 1975

Hearing Set For
Thursday By Judge
Gallup To
Lecture At
University

Two Louisville Youths Arrested
For Carrying Toy Pistols On Bus
me youths were taken off a bus after the
driver reported seeing a gun passed between them. Police reported later that the
boys carried toy pistols. They were
charged with disorderly conduct.
Each bus carries an armed guardsman
or pa'rolman on orders from U.S. District
Judge James F. Gordon to forestall any
violence. He also has forbidden any mass
demonstrations.
spot checks indicated .that attendance,
particularly among whites, might be increasing significantly.

Listed as absent were 93 teachers, nine
more than Monday, but officials said they
were "attributing this to illness only."
There were 64 drivers missing, compared with 95 the prevtims day out
total of 577. Officials could not explain the
unusually large number of absent drivers
Monday. However, some reported they
had been threatened if they tried to make
their runs.
Jefferson County Police Chief Russell
McDaniel, meantime, said he was "very,
very proud, very happy, that we had a quiet day and night on Monday, the first day
back to school" after a weekend of violence.
The disturbances were triggered by Gordon's desegregation plan which provides
for the busing of 22,600 students out of a
total school population of 135,00C. About

one-half of those to be bused are black
School officials had expected attendance
to drop off seriously because of the
- weekestgalsrtalease. But more pepus went
to school Monday -67,151 -than on Thursday, when 57,521 attended classes.
The National Guard was called up early1
Saturday, and a spokesman for the Guard
said Monday that no decision had been
made as to how long the soldiers will
remain in the area.
All demonstrations and public
gatherings have been banned by Gordon
and Mayor Harvey Sloane until further
notice.
Gordon drew up the desegregation plan
after the 6th U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled that traces of segregation still
remained in many of the area's schools.

Key Democrats All But Concede
Defeat To Ford Over Oil Prices
WASHINGTON (AP)- Key Democrats
are all but conceding defeat to President
Ford in their battle over the price of
petroleum.
A victory for Ford in the veto he was to
announce today would mean higher fuel
prices for Americans and,the White House
contends, a decreasing reliance on the
Middle Eastern oil-producing countries.
But the congressional Democrats who

Cloudy and Warm
Partly cloudy and very warm today,
high in the mid and upper 80s. Tonight increasing cloudiness and mild, low in the
low 60s and chance of a shower by morning. Wednesday considerable cloudiness
and a little cooler with a good chance of a
thundershower, high in the low and mid
80s. Thur?sday partly cloudy and mild with
a chance of a thundershower.

have opposed the Ford proposals for eight
months insist the President's plan would
bring more inflation and hinder the fight
against unemployment.
The immediate issue is a bill to extend
oil-price controls for six months.
Democrats last week expressed confidence that they would be able to override
the veto, thereby giving the lawmakers until March 1 to develop an alternative for
Ford's energy program.
But after a Senate Democratic caucus on
Monday,the confidence vanished.
"It's going to be tough," said Sen. Henry
M. Jackson, D-Wash."The White House is
working day and night with all sorts of
promises to the Republicans who
previously were fairly secure in their
decision to override."
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., who
usually does the nose-counting for the
Democratic leadership, said the task of

overriding looks difficult.
Cranston said Sens. Russell B. Long and
J. Bennett Johnston of Louisiana, Gale
McGee of Wyoming and Mike Gravel of
Alaska, all of whom represent energyproducing states, are expected to support
Ford.
Six senators are undecided, but nine or
10 Republicans might vote against the
President's veto, Cranston said.
'
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Seventy-eight striking members of Local
courts, it must be alleged that some union
1068 at Tappan here will have to show
An L & N Railroad train removed ten
officer has violated a court order, which:
.
.ause
Thursday why they should not be
boxcars
from the Tappan plant yesterday,
Segal denied. He pointed out that no union
held in contempt of court by Callcavay
and replaced another ten in the
officer has been involved in any illegal
Circuit Judge James Lassiter.
warehouse, without incident.
--picketing at the plant, therefore, the union
cannot be held responsible for any illegal
Lassiter issued the order Monday in
acts.
response to a moti,n from the Tappan Co.
officials, charging that protestors had
The affidavits alleged that strikers inviolated certain orders issued by Lassiter
terfered with non-striking workers, tried
previously during the 12-week strike.
to block train shipments from the plant,
and disobeyed the order limiting the
The 78 employes were specified in the
number of pickets.
motion, as those Tappan alleges have been
picketing illegally. Judge Lassiter had
Lassiter said the court action involving
ordered that no more than three pickets be
the contempt of court charges must be
allowed at any one gate to the plant.
"resolved as soon as possible." He said the
One of the most authoritative Americans
strike "is not going to be settled in court
The judge delayed action on the Tappan
in the field of public opinion, George
and
it
is
important
request that the United Auto Workers
that it is made possible
Gallup, Jr., will present a free lecture at
for litigation to be concluded and
union be required to pay $100,000 a day for
Murray State University on Thursday,
negotiations resumed."
further viola
of the court order on
Sept. 11, at
picketing.
The first offering of the fall semester for
Union members had voiced complaints
the Student Governmfrit Association's
He also postponed any action on a plea to
that "scab" labor was being brought in by
Insight-Lecture Comm'Atee, Gallup will
place the UAW under $100,000 bond to
the company to take over the jobs, and the
speak in Lovett Auditorium.
cover possible injuries to non-striking
situation came to a head the week of
"Always a source for a quote or an acemployes or plant damage by union
August 25, when strikers successfully
curate figure, Mr. Gallup should provide
members.
blocked the entrance to the plant forlour
• eneofthrtnotst interesting latfurtilWt
ooffipPornise "akiieriierif was
Herbert Segal, an attorney for the UAW
we will offer this year at MSU," said Anne
reached,
and
the
two
sides agreed to meet
from Louisville, argued that the company
Erwin, Insight-Lecture Chairperson.
at a bargaining session with federal
had not set the stage for the union to be
Gallup is president of the American
mediation in Nashville on Sept. 2, however
legally before the court. He also contended
Institute of Public Opinion and founder of
no
agreement
was reached, and no further
that before a union can be stied in state
the worlcHamous "Gallup Poll".
negotiations have been scheduled.
The public is invited to attend.

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)-Two students
were arrested today as Jefferson County
youngsters returned to their newlydesegregated classrooms Under the watchful eyes of police and National- Guardsmen.
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POP WORKSHOP—Peggy Mitchell (second from left) is shown registering for the Professional Office PersonnelWorkshop held on the campus of Murray State University Saturday, Sept. 6. Shown registering her is Annie Nance. Also
shown are Ann Page (left) and Ola Mae Roberts. Co-sponsored by Murray State University and the Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries Association (International), about 150 attended the day-long workshop.

ritorri ithie-craife-OftntephalitifReported Here By Officials Today
A suspected case of viral encephalitis
has been reported in Calleway County,
according to the Calloway County Health
Department and members of the family of
the ill person.
Mrs. Virgil t Rachel ) Gibbs of Murray
Route Two, Penny-Airport Road, has been
hospitalized since last Wednesday at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital with
the suspected viral encephalitis, according
to members of her family.
The Murray woman first became ill on
Ttuaractay, August 26, whem she awoke that
morning with a severe headache. Family
,members said during this first part of her
illness she would just sleep continuously
„ibut they thought it was just from the
medication she had taken for her
headache.
Mrs. Gibbs' illness was accompanied by
high fever on Sunday, August 31, and then
by nausea and vomiting on Wednesday,
September 3, when she was hospitalized.
Family members said she is in Room 207
at the local hospital and is not in isolation
as the doctors have told them the disease is

Cooler Temperatures
Should End Outbreak
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP)-Cooler temperatures should end an outbreak of St.
Louis encephalitis which has resulted in
the 449 cases and 30 deaths which have
been reported to the Center for Disease
Control this Year, a spokesman says.
Only 139 of the 449 cases reported to the
CDC have been confirmed, the spokesman
for the U. S. Public Healtp Service agency
said Monday.
The CDC spokesman said it would be
months before it is determined how many
of the reported cases were, in fact, encephalitis.
St. Louis encephalitis is the more severe
strain of the disease which affects the
central nervous system.
The activity of mosquitoes which
transmit the disease to humans is inhibited
when night-time temperatures drop into
the 50s, the pc spokesman said. Humans
usually pkk up the disease 'from
mosquitoes, which get it from birds which
have been infected by other mosquitoes.
He said the first frost will kilt the
mosquitoes and should put an end to new
cases of encephalitis.

not contagious.
The best way to combat the disease is to
Family members of Mrs. Gibbs said the eliminate its beginning by controlling the
doctors have taken the spinal tap, but the mosquito population. Individuals might
results of the special blood tests to protect themselves by cutting grass and
determine exactly if it is the viral en- weeds and removing containers and
cephalitis have not been completed as yet. puddles of water where the insects might
These tests have to be sent to other live. Insect repellant may also be used on
laboratories for the results, the family the body when outdoors from sunset to
members said.
early morning.
Six cases of the St. Louis strain of the
The mosquitoes breed in small puddles
disease have been reported in Louisville of water and every effort should be made
and aside from those no other cases of the to eliminate standing water in old cans,
St. Louis strain of encephalitis have been buckets,roof gutters and in any other type
confirmed in Kentucky through blood of artificial eoritainer, health officials say
tests, Dr. C. Hernandez, director of
In addition, any polluted ground pools,
preventative services for the Kentucky cesspools or open septic tanks should
be
Bureau of Health Services said.
eliminated. These water collections,
The St. Louis strain, transmitted by the however small, are places where
mosquito, is a suspected cause for the mosquitoes breed and grow. If the pools
illnesses of as many as 45 other persons in cannot be drained or filled, light oil may be
the state. There are as many as 100 dif- poured or sprayed on the surface.
ferent kinds of encephahtis, more comInsect sprays can be helpful in
monly known as "sleeping sickness." eliminating adult mosquitoes. Insecticides
Medical authorities report that the dif- containing diazinon or malathion,
ferent varieties of the disease can be prepared and used carefully following the
caused by a number of things, from label, can be sprayed on walls, around
viruses to drugs."
windows and doors or other places where
The disease causes inflammation of the mosquitoes are seen resting."
brain, spinal cord and the tissues covering
Insect repellents may also be used,
them. There is no known cure for the especially in the evenings when
disease but treatment for the com- mosquitoes are biting. Persons should also
plications of the disease can be ad- be protected at night while sleeping by
ministered.
repairing screens on doors and windows

Welfare Rolls Dip Slightly
Signaling Economy Turnaround
WASHINGTON 1AP - Welfare rolls dipped slightly in May for the first time in
nearly a year and cash payments also declined, signaling a turnaround in the
nation's economy,according to government figures released today.
A total of 11,357,442 persons were drawing Aid to Families with Dependent
Children ( AFDC)benefits,down 11,607 or .1 per cent from April.
The Department of Hellth, Education and Welfare said this was the first
decrease since rising unemployment began pushing AFDC rolls upward in August
1974.1
HEW said May cash payments to AFDC recipients amounted to $735.7 million,
down $6.2 million or .9 per cent from the previous month and the first drop since
May 1974.
As another indication of economic recovery, the department announced that 21
of the 25 states paying AFDC to families headed by jobless fathers recorded May
decreases ranging from less than I per cent to more than 17 per cent
A total of 512,597 persons in families headed by unemployecifathers drew May
welfare benefits averaging $288 per family, or 2.8 per cent less than a month
earlier.

Calloway County Pupils Bend'
By some standards Kentucky reportedly
may rank 49th in education based on per
pupil expenditures However, the state's
management of available revenue has
attracted national attention, according to
Dr. Lyman Ginger,state superintendent of
public instruction.
Ginger explained that in 1972 the formation of the Kentucky Education
Development Regions divided the state
into 17 geographic locations. Through this
systematic delivery of state services to the
local level, tax dollars were stretched
further and Kentucky's students were
provided with better school programs.
By making use of regionalization, a
small school that otherwise could not
afford a driver's education class can share
costs of the course with neighboring
schools in a similar financial situation.
Kentucky's school systems have continued
to develop this idea in such areas as

pecial education and the purchasing of
supplies.
Although two regions ( Jefferson and
Fayette County) remain inoperative,
Ginger noted that the program is two
years ahead of schedule. "I think the
achievement in those regions is nothing
short of phenomenal," he said.
Ginger's enthusiasm fcr the regions is
also voiced by William Birdwell, state
director of the program. He explained that
one answer for regionalization's success
lies in the( fact ,that whereas public
education previously relied on about 10
different geographic locations for handling
state programs, now there is onlyc one.
And, more importantly, independent
districts with a common interest are
working cooperatively instead of at odds to
better educate children in the communities.Birdwell said that while the regions
primarily were set up to improve state

services to the local districts, school
superintendents now also have a greater
influence on education in Kentucky. All
superintendents whose districts participate in regionalization serve on a board
along with local collegiate, vocaticmal
education and manpower persionnel and
someone from the state Department, af
Education.
While these professionals 'Meet as a
group every month, the day to day activities or regionalization are coordinated
by a small staff. For instance, James West
directs Region One, an area composed of
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard,
McCracken, Graves,, Marshall and
Calloway counties in far Western Kentucky. The region is composed of 12 school
districts made up of more than 32.100
students
As a considerabie-nenfami of -patter
products and food supplies must be purchased, Region One has taken advantave

of cooperative purchasing to alleviate
inflation. Buy buying in - large quantities,
districts receive a lower rate and more
time can be devoted to administrative
duties.
The benefits of regionalization extend
much further than just saving money.
Special education projects in Region One
have received more emphasis through
Innocation Through Supervision, better
known as ITS.
Barbara Hale, a consultant with 15 years
experience in working with exceptional
children, assists 80 other instructors in her
field by identifying activities with Murray
State University's Special Education
Department.
Reaching almost 1,000 special education
students, Project ITS deals with the
'educable
handicapped',
mentally
learning
emotionally
'distebed,
disabilities and speech 'therapy.
Regionalizatinn sometimes extends over
C.

boundary lines, as shown by an agreement
between Regions One and Two whereby 28
hearing impaired students are provided
„with transportation to and from the
'Kentucky School for the Deaf in Danville
on a rotating basis. West noted that
although the busing of deaf Students was a
minor activity to the region as a whole, the
project was a very important .one. to.the
students and their parents.
-Regionalization
has
certainly
enhanced the cooperative spirit of the.
school systems. Our biggest plus is that
different areas recieve vatuable"information that they might otherwise be
unaware of so we are brought closer
together," he said.
Several Western Kentucky educators aid
West in continuing to. improte Seinenprograms. Among-those serving on Region
Ones boatd of directors are Reed Conder,
the chairman and superintendent of
Marshall County schools. Conder also

represents the Purchase Area Development District. Bob Buchanan, superinL
tendent of Ballard County schools, is thr
vice chairman.
Other superintendents serving on the
board are William Miller, Callowa)
County; Fred Schultz, Murray independent schools; Charles Baker,
Carlisle County: Harold Garrison. Fultoe
County; James Deweese, Graves County.
Don Sparks, Mayfield iedependent; John
Floyd, Hickman County; Bill Brown.
McCracken County; David Whitehead.
Paducah independent; and Charles
Thomas, Fulton independent.
The board membership is completed ta
H. C. Mathis, Manpower Commission: Dr
Datiald Hunter, Murray State University.
Dr. Donald Clemens, padusab
College; Virgil Rains, Regional Vocational
Advisory C4rimittee: and Conley Manning, state Department of Education.
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Holds Meet
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Frances Drake

Look in the section in which tivities. Make no drastic
your birthday comes and find changes arbitrarily, and be
what your outlook is, according especially careful about details.
to the stars.
There's a tendency to let the
mind wander when it shouldn't.
ARIES
SCORPIO
( Mar. 21 to Apr. ?A)
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Continuing good influences
A sudden flash of intuition in a
stimulate your ingenuity, romantic matter will be right on
creativity and personality. Be target. Follow through and
careful, however, not to go to recent barriers to happiness
extremes in anything you un- will fall.
dertake.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) kAr1140
( Apr. 21 to May 21) llettiO/'
A good word from the right
You could launch a new source may enable you to gain
venture now if you have given it the recognition you have been
careful thought. A fine day for waiting for. Business and
promoting, advertising your financial matters are highly
wares; in general, to press onto favored.
CAPRICORN
the better things.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
GEMINI
Avoid hasty judgments. Look
(May 22 to June 21 11
4
.Better-than -average in- more closely at all situations.
fluences, but there's still plenty There may be values not seen at
of work to be done in various a cursory glance.
areas — to smooth out kinks, AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
coordinate forces in better
fashion.
An immediate follow-up on
certain plans and projects
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) ee
) recently begun will be imMore gains indicated than you portant now, since you have the
may anticipate. But there will "go" sign in all worthwhile
be SOME obstacles, so pick endeavors.
your way alertly and cautiously PISCES
— but without anxiety.
(Feb. 20 to Mar.20)
LEO
Don't block opposition that
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
could eventually be converted
Do not pay much attention if into support. Work diplomatassociates seem difficult. Some ically to bring it around.
persons may be "edgy" now, so
don't take unseemly action
YOU BORN TODAY are one
personally.
of the most talented of all
Virgoans and, properly educaVIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
ted, of course, have a wide
Never mind the odds against variety of careers from which to
you; Rep working toward your chooSe. Tour could Suceeed in
objectives. There is always a the theater as actor, director or
way for the imaginative, op- producer; in the literary world
timistic, willing worker. And as povelist, journalist or critic;
in the professions, as scientist,
you are that!
LIBRA
teacher or lawyer; in business.
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An as banker, manufacturer or
Care needed in routine ac- promotional expert.
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The Dexter Homemakers
Club held its August meeting at
the Commuaity Center with
Mrs. Edna Butler presiding and
giving the devotion.
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white daisies, yellow rosebuds,
awl baby's breath.
Miss Kathy Rogers was the
bride's only attendant. She wore
a formal gown of powder blue
qiana knit fashioned with an
empire bodice featuring a
square neckline edged in deep
white lace and short bell
sleeves. She carried a bouquet
of white daisies and blue baby's
breath.
Fleetis P. Hannah, Jr.,
Covington, served as his
brother's best man. All men in
the wedding party were attired
in grey tuxedoes accented with
white shirts trimmed in dark
.grey.

lawn.
The buffet table was overlaid
with a long blue and white
gingham cloth. Centering the
table was a large watermelon
cut with a scalloped edge,
garlanded with ivy and yellow
daisies andfilled with a mixture
By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS
of fresh fruits and melon balls.
Now
where did August go
new species.
Assisting in serving_ were
Tbe new hybrid plants are
Mrs..t. W. Lawrence, Mrs to' When I think of the things I
was gag to do in the garden tar superior to the old ones.
Aubrey Eddins, Mrs. Doris during
August, and check
Usually easier to grow, have
Atherton, and Mrs. Ben Butler, back on the list, I find
I have more blooms and are prettier.
aunts of the bride.
accomplished very little.
I wonder, however, if the new
Mrs. Gerald Pearcy, sister of
I have just pulled a few
ones have the hardiness of the
the groom,served at the bride's weeds, pulled the grass back
old-time flowers that never
table which was overlaid with a from a few flower beds and
needed any particular care
white hand crocheted cloth over cultivated a bit, watered a lot
and thrived under any cona blue underlining. Centering and tried to escape the hot, ditions.
the table was the three tiered humid weather. But I know at
The bride's mother chose to wedding cake decorated in least, that every weed pulled
But how blest we are, to be
wear a floor length dress of yellow and topped with the up means that many less next
able to choose from such a
pastel blue crepe. Mrs. Hannah, miniature bride and groom year
wealth of beauty around our
mother of the groom, wore a statuette from the wedding cake
homes
The same thing goes for the
floor length dress of pink knit of the bride's • parents. The care of your lawn. Now is the
with matching jacket. They bride's bouquet also adorned time to fertilize, reseed or
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her each wore a corsage of gar- this table.
renew in any way an old wornfather and given in marriage by denias.
The new Mr. and Mrs. out lawn or one that simply
Mrs. Ottis Russell, Wingo, Hannah are now residing in needs reviving A mixture of
her parents, was lovely in her
formal gown of ivory qiana and Mrs. Frank Butler, Viola, Murray both are attending fescue, blue grass and annual
"Our Challenge—Our
knit. Elegant simplicity was grandmothers of the bride, Murray State University this rye grass will make a complete lawn, and it is easy to fill Commitment" is the theme for
expressed in her gown that were presented corsages of fall.
in the blank spots, such as the annual meeting of the Paris
featured a decollete v-neckline white carnations.
most of us have.
District United Methodist
Miss Lynn Hannah, sister of NOW Meeting To
and long slim sleeves tapered to
Perhaps the application of a Women to be held Sunday affit at the wrist. The bodice the groom, kept the guest
little lime will be beneficial
ternoon, Sept. 14 at 2:30 p. m. at
featured a shaped front belt register. She wore a floor length Be Wednesday
The National Organization for Just scatter it evenly and Goshen United Methodist
stitched at the neckline with a dress of pastel print with a
Women, Murray Chapter, will sparsely all over the yard. The Church in the Murray area,
cluster of seed pearls. The belt corsage of white daisies.
Max Russell and Mark meet Wednesday, September rains will soak it right into the located on Hwy. 121 at Stella.
formed graceful folds in a free
ground and give just the
flowing gown as it was fastened Russell, brothers of the bride, 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the United
Registration will begin at two
seated the guests who included Campus Ministry Building, needed push to old grass and o'clock.
in the back.
new seed.
Her floor length veil of bridal family members and close North 15th Street.
Mrs. Maggie Woods, district
I have a fig tree that has
illusion was outlined with friends of the bride and groom.
All members and interested gone
secretary
of program resourthrough
its second year
Buffet Supper
persons are invited to attend the and has been put
matching lace. The gown and
in the green- ces, will be in charge of the
Following the ceremony the meeting to be held in the up- house each
•
veil were designed by the brick
bookroom.
winter. But I am
and fashioned by her mother. guests enjoyed an informal stairs auditorium of the UCM, a going to set it out in the yard
Mrs. Davis Dixon, Paris
She carried a bridal bouquet of buffet supper served on the chapter spokesman said.
this next month and let it take
District vice-president, has
the risks of an outdoor winter
charge of the prograni and Mrs.
It has become too heavy to
L. E. McCord, president, will
move back and forth, and I
the
bring
preside
and
ef‘fr tie
have heard of several that President's message. Mrs.
e
have withstood extreme cold
McCord will conduct the
weather.
business session. Items include
I will put it in a sheltered
place if possible and mulch it report from the committee on
heavily. It was a gift and I nominations, election of ofwould like to see it grow and ficers, vote on district pledge
do well. I am especially food and announcements.
of figs would certainly like to
Rev. William Hart, pastor of
pick some off my own tree.
the host church, will give the
Have any of you _ever__ devotion and Mrs.. Corbit
planted an Alamande I had Farless, local unit president,
one given to me this summer will extend greetings.
and have enjoyed its constant
Mrs. Wayne A. Lamb,
blooming It is a soft yellow,
and the buds come in a cluster
at the end of the branches.
107 North 4th St.
They open in a lovely trumpet
shaped blossom and stay fresh
Murray, Ky.
for several days. It has not
been without bloom all
summer long and is a constant
reminder of the various
beautiful things that are
created.
When you find a plant you
Wicker, Turquoise Jewelry, Leather Goods,
have never had before, you
are amazed afresh at
Mexican Flower Pots, Pottery and Many other
the complete variety of
items.
growing things. There is
simply no end to them. That is
why we can all find something
to suit our needs and desires
It is a most fascinting study,
and I can see why men and
women through the ages, have
Utts,
dedicated their live; to plant
study and the development of

Miss Karen Russell and Terry
Michael Hannah were married
in a beautiful outdoor setting at
the home of the bride's parents
on Saturday, August second.
The bride is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Russell of
Murray Route Five, New
Concord Road, and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fleetis
P. Hannah, Sr., of Louisville.
Rev. - James T. Carter,Paducah, performed the doublering ceremony at six p. m. as
the wedding party stood before
an arch entwined with ivy,
magnolia leaves, and summer
flowers. Pots of wood's fern
completed the setting.
Donald Travis of Camden,
Tenn., presented the nuptial
music. His selections were "The
Wedding Song- and "The
Lord's Prayer."

Down the

Garden Path

Miss Gina Hopkins

_ and Randy Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Paul G. Hopkins of Murray Route Two announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Gina, to Randy_Jecillagn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Jackson of
Almo Riude One.
The bride-elect is a junior at Calloway County High School.
Mr. Jackson attended Calloway County High School and is now
employed at J & S Oil Company, Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, October 10, at seven
p.m. at the Flint Baptist Church with a reception to follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
No invitations are being sent and all relatives and friends are

invitedlto attentfixtth the wedding and the reception.
"

Squash
Blossom

All newcomers to town, past
and present members who
would like to make new friends
or get reacquainted with old
ones and see some of the latest
fall fashions are cordially invited to attend.
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Memphis Conference president,
will be present and have a part
on the program. Rev. Ed
Crump, District Superintendent, will have the installation servicet
A Memorial Service in
memory of those members of
Paris District District United
Methodist Women who have
died during the past year will be
presented by Mrs. T. J. Oliver,
district mission coordinator for
Christian Personhood.
There will be special music by
the Chapel Singers of Hazel.
Mrs. M. R. Duke, district
treasurer, will have charge of
the pledge service for 1976 and a
skit, "Mission Dream" will be
presented by a group of ladies
from Trinity United Methodist
Church.
Something new will be added
this year. Special recognition
will be given the oldest active
member and the youngest
active member present at this
meeting.
l'United Methodist Women of
Paris—Diatriet--are urged lo-'
attend. Visitors are welcome
and the nursery will be open,"
said Mrs. McCord.
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PADUCAH PATIENT
Pamela Lassiter of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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If you are a "newcomer" to
town and would like more information about the club and-or
would like a ride to the high
school, (-outset-Jean Fleatlpg,
president at 75S-0224.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Charles Chaney of
Murray has been dismissed
from
Lourdes
Hospital,
Paducah.

Hours: 10:00 to 5:30
Six Days A Week
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Planned By
Newcomers

Methodist Women Will
Hold District Meetin9
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Jo Crass from Littleton's with
aide from club members who
will serve as models, will
present a fashion show of the
new fall styles in women's
clothing. Immediately following
the show, there will be a salad
supper at whIth everyorle will
be able to sample favorite
salads furnished by members of
the
Wagon
Welcome
Newcomers Club. Beverages
and breads will also be
provided.

wpk,

Mrs. Terry Michael Hannah

A

Fashion Show

The Murray Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club cordially
invites all present, past and
perspective new members to
attend the meeting at 6:30 p. m.
on- Thursday, September 11, in
the Murray High School
cafeteria.
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Other members present were
Mrs. Allene Pritchett, Mrs. Ann
Cleaver, Mrs. Dollie Colson,
Mrs. Lyda Overby, Mrs. Brook
Collie, and Mrs. Irene Mitchuson.
A covered dish luncheon is
planned for Thursday, September 11, at 9:30 a. m. at the
community center.
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Pritchett,
Mrs.
June
secretary, led in prayer and
also gave reports. Eight
members answered the roll
call. The club voted to help
clean up the community center
for the Senior Citizens.
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Miss Dillard Married
To P. D. Brown, Jr.
At Methodist Church
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DEAR ABBY: All I can say is, "thanks a whole bunch"
for giving a husband a few tips on how he can tell if his wife
has been out with another man: ("gets all dressed up to go
shopping, comes home late, out of breath, with no packages,
and her pantyhose inside out").
Well, there have been times when I got all dressed up to
go shopping, came home late and out of breath with no
packages, and maybe my pantyhose was inside out because
that's the way I put it on, but it didn't mean I had been with
another man!
I have a very jealous husband, and that item in your
column sure didn't help matters much.
Since you gave men tips on how to tell if their wives are
cheating, how about giving wives a few tips on how to tall if
their husbands have been fooling around.
CAM I LLUS, N.Y.
DEAR CAM: A cinch: When a husband suddenly starts
wearing his beet clothes to work, says he's working
"overtime" but doesn't have the money to show for it, puts
extra miles on the car, sometimes gets lost all day Saturday,
smiles and whistles a lot and starts telling you what a great,
understanding wife you are-watch out!
DEAR ABBY: I am a 52-year-old widow. I have a good
job, my home is paid for and I'm able to take care of myself.
I've been keeping company with a 34-year-old man for
two years. tWe are not living together.) We get along very
well, but I can't see this relationship leading to marriage.
I was very lonely before I met him, but when we are in
public, I feel uncomfortable. I'm afraid people will think I
am his mother. The age difference never seems to bother
him, but it bothers me.
Also I'm afraid my daughter and son (they are 30 and 27)
think I'm making a fool of myself.
What's wrong with me,Abby? Other widows my age
would give their right arm to be in my shoes.
TOO OLD FOR HIM
DEAR TOO: Your signature is the tipoff. If you feel that
you're too old for him, you are. If you can't rid yourself of
that feeling, try an older model for comfort.
DEAR ABBY: "Warm in Georgia" asked if there was a
dress code for church.
It seems a young married woman came to church in a
halter with her bare middle showing. You said, "Common
sense and a little old-fashioned respect for a house of
worship are all the dress rules necessary."
Well, I'm only 17, but I could have given a better answer
than your*. What the heck difference does it make what
that girl wears to church? The point is that she's there
worshipping God.
I'm sure it makes no difference to God if she was stark
naked or wearing her Sunday best.
WORSHIPS IN CUTOFFS
DEAR WORSHIPS: It may make DO difference to God,
but how about a little consideration for the other
worshippers?
Dew Conan/ Wit'-

By Estelle Spiceland
September 2, 1975
September is here again and
we tear the page from the
calendar and turn a new leaf.
We realize that our years seem
to grow shorter now.
Whereas we once welcomed
Autumn as a time of relaxation,
as we grow older, we with a
feeling of sadness, know that
Time is running out.
We heard young Steve Hale,
perhaps a promising future
Billy Graham, as he preached
from Middle School's football
stadium recently.
We hope that he and all others
capable of influencing young
people can impress them with
the importance of living each
day as if it were the last, for
when the one great Scorer
comes to write against a name,
he will not ask, "Did you win or
lose" but how each played the
game.
Concord's population takes
and
increasing
turns
decreasing. Just not it has increased since Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Nance moved here from
Hopkinsville and Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Bucy and little

daughter live in a new trailer
near Locke Montgomery's
house. The Noel Smiths are glad
to have for neighbors their
daughter's family, the Hicks,
who moved to the former Uoyd
Perry house which Darrell
Mitchell renovated.
Mrs. Lorene Smith is back at
home on Concord Corner after
two weeks in the Murray
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Patterson
spent a week before schools
opened with her parents in
South Carolina. A deserved
vacation.
Most all rural church revivals
are past tense. Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church waits
until cooler weather, October 5,
for its revival. This church, as
all others, welcomes people
from surrounding resorts, as
well as local people, and appreciates newcomers now
there.
Illness has caused the absence of Mrs. Esther Sigmon,
the Walter Wilsons, and others.
They are sadly missed.
Our sympathy is extended to
all who are in sorrow.

Wanted...Girl Scout
Leaders

wto
e+i

Thousands of men and
women have brightened their
lives as well as the lives of
others by becoming Girl Scout
Leaders.
The Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.
is open to all girls ()through 17
who subscribe to its ideals as
expressed in the Girl Scout
Promise and Law. Founded in
1912 and incorporated in Wash...

ington, D.C., in 1915, it was
chartered by the Congress of
the United States in 1950.
If you can,spare the time,
you can become a Girl Scout
Leader or Assistant Leader.
Helpers wanted, too. To find
out more,just mail the coupon
below. For quick information,
telephone your local Girl Scout
Council.

Rear Creek Girl Scout Council
540 N 32nd St,
Paducah,Ky.42001

FUNNY.
RUNNY
FUNNY.

Without obligition, please send free literature telling how I ran
become a Corl Scout Leader, Assistant or Helper
Name

John Hart Crowder, Jr., Miss
Connie Crowder, John H.
Crowder, III, Hal Crowder, of
South
Hill, Virginia, Mr. and
Tuesday,September 9
Mrs. Frank Baber, Miss JenMurray Branch of AAUW will
nifer Baber, of Carterville,
meet in Room 20e, North ApVirginia, Mr. and Mrs. John
plied Science Building MSU, at
Barker, Paducah, Miss Emily
seven p. m.
Apperson, Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. R. Pies Fields, Hickman,
Prof. and Mrs. Eugene Hum,
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Mrs. Mark Blankenship and
OES will meet at the Masonic
Mrs. Betty Lahde, all of
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hays,
Kappa Department of Murray
Atlanta,
Georgia, Mr. and Mrs.
Woman's club will have a
Joe Hudson and Miss Mona
potluck supper at club house.
Hudson, Ledbetter, Kentucky,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Segler, St.
Bethany Sunday School Class
Louis, Gene Brooks Woods,
of First Baptist Church will
Calvert City, Miss Mary Louise
have a fellowship supper at the
Rice, Mrs. J. D. McClure, Mr.
fellowship hall at six p.m.
and Mrs. John McDerrnitt, Mrs.
Willie Rudd, all of Paducah, Mr.
Lydian Sunday School Class
and Mrs. Garland Woods, and
of First Baptist Church will
Mr. and Mrs. Acie Woods, of
meet at the home of Mrs.
Benton.
Hillard Rogers at seven p.m.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Peyton D.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Brown entertained Friday
at seven p. m. at the Health
evening, August 8, with a
Center.
rehearsal dinner held at
Holiday Inn, for the wedding
Wednesday, September 10
party and families of Miss
Senior Citizens of Dexter and
Dillard and their son.
Alrno will meet at the Dexter
The tables were beautifully
Community Center at ten a.m.
decorated with arrangements of
yellow and white daisies, baby's
Bowling for senior citizens
breath and varigated foliage,
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
centered with white candles.
piTh
Guests were Miss Carolyn
Dillard, Peyton David Brown,
North Second Center for
Jr., Dr. and Mrs. Francis J.
Senior Citizens will open at one
Dillard, Francis J. Dillard, Jr.,
Mr.
and Mrs. Peyton David Brown, Jr.
p.m. with Estella Crivitt to give
Miss Betty Dillard and John
a demonstration on making fur
At four-thirty o'clock on bride of South Hill, Virginia, Robert Dillard, Mr. and Mrs.
flowers.
Charles Woods, Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday afternoon, August 9, and Mrs. Larry G. Grooms.
Larry Grooms, Mr. and Mrs. J.
in the sanctuary of the First
The honor attendant wore a
Homemakers Club will meet United Methodist
Grooms, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Church,
formal
gown
of
apricot
as follows: Pacers with Fay Mayfield,
Miss Carolyn Ruth maracaine. The basque-style Crowder, Jr., Miss Connie
Jacks at 9:30 a.m., Harris Dillard,
daughter of Dr. and bodice featured a split bertha Crowder, J. H. Crowder, III,
Grove with Mrs. James Dixon Mrs,
Hal Crowder of South Hill,
Francis Jones Dillard,. pOil.
et one-rm..,"”Pottertowtr
a.
—Prior Street, mayrr,iecame create a butterfly sleeve, and
Holiday Inn at ten a.m., New
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
the bride of Peyton David was accented with a hand-rolled
Concord with Mrs. Bessie Dunn
Brown, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. self-fabric cabbage rose. The Carr, Dr. and Mrs. Robert
at one p.m., and South Pleasant
Peyton D. Brown, Mayfield, fitted waist was defined with a Fields, Misses Lea and Mel
Grove with Mrs. Max Parks at
Fields, and Mr. and Mrs. Hal
Route 5.
bias sash, and the a-line skirt
one p.m.
- -Higgins, Jim Heath, Miss Kathy
Officiating at the double ring wai unadorned.
Usher, Wesley Wright, Miss
Arts and Crafts Club will ceremony was the church
A"coronet or apricot-tinted Cindy Slettvet, Danny Mills,
meet with Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, pastor, the Rev. Jerry B. Carr. baby's breath was designed for Mrs. Betty Lahde, Mrs. Mark
Mrs. Betty Lahde, organist her hair, and she carried Blankenship, Miss Patricia
1901 Coldwater Road, at 2:313
and Mrs. Mark Blankenship, clutches of gardenias.
p.m.
Shaw, and the hosts, Mr. and
vocalist, presented a program
The bridesmaids were attired Mrs. Brown.
Elm Grove Baptist Women of nuptial music as the guests identically to the honor atwill meet with June Crider at assembled. Mrs. Lahde's tendant.
selections included "Jesus, Joy
1:30 p.m.
Miss Lee Fields, the flower
Of Man's Desiring","0 Perfect girl, wore a floor-length gown of
Circles of First United Love", and "Largo", and ac- ivory reembroidered voile,
Methodist Church Women will companied Mrs. Blankenship as accented with an apricot sash..
meet as follows: Wesleyan with she sang "The Wedding Song," The empire bodice was
Mrs. Nate Heal at 6:30 p.m., "The Gift of Love", and "An- fashioned with a. high neckline
Ruth Wilson with Mrs.. Max Melt Song". The Cord's Prayer with self ruffles, arid brief
Whitford and Hannah with Mrs. was sung &zing the ceremony. sleeves. The dirndle skirt was
with a
Joe Keeslar, both at 7:30 p.m. -Scores-of white candles and tuttghd wasa --617-tedi
a deep bias flounce, poised over
greenery
provided
background for the wedding. layers of imported cotton.
Wednesday, September 10
Ladies day luncheon will be at Centering the scene was an
She carried a wicker basket of
Murray Country Club at noon arched candelabra holding coral petals which she scattered
with Mrs. W. C. Elkins as glowing white tapers, and spiral as she preceded the bride to the
chairman. Golf will be at nine candelabra were placed within altar.
the choir loft. Outlining the
a.m, and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
Charles A. Woods, Jr., cousin
altar rail were various foliages of the bridegroom, of
Lowes,
National Organization for and magnolia and other served as best man. GroomWomen, Murray Chapter, will greenery encircled white smen were Francis J. Dillard,
meet at the United Campus candles which were placed in Jr., brother of the bride; Larry
Ministry building at 7:30 p.m. the stained-glass windows. G. Grooms, Wesley Wright and
Focal point at the altar was a Jim Heath.
South Murray Homemakers large arrangement of all-white
Hal Crowder, cousin of the
Club will meet at Triangle Inn flowers placed before the brass
bride,
of South Hill, Virginia,
altar
were
cross.
Family
pews
at ten a.m.
marked with white satin bows was ring bearer.
Mrs. Dillard selected for her
Murray State Amateur Radio and magnolia foliage.
daughter's wedding a formal
Bride's Gown
Club will meet at Ham Shack at
The young bride chose for her gown of maize chiffon combined
7:30 p.m.
wedding a formal gown of with matching Alencon lace.
candlelight silk organza over The bodice was permanently
Thursday, September 11
Lecture by George Gallup, bridal silk peau de soie, corn- pleated, with a tiny ruffle of
pollster, will be at eight p.m. at bined with English illusion and lace at the jewel neckline. Long
Brussels lace. A slight high-rise sleeves were cuffed in the lace
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
bodice was elegantly adorned detail. The slim skirt was also
Homemakers Clubs will meet with reembroidered appliques fashioned of pleated chiffon,
as follows: Contemporary with of Brussels lace motifs, and a with a deep border of Alencon
Phyllis Robinson at ten a.m., Victorian neckline was etched lace rising from hemline to midDexter at Dexter Community in a self-ruffle. Bouffant knee. She wore matching acCenter at 9:30 a.m., Town & gossamer sleeves were long and cessories, and was presented a
Country with Pat Harcourt at caught at the wrists with deep corsage of gardenias.
The groom's 'mother, Mrs.
7:30 p.m., and New Frontier cuffs accented with organza
and Worldwide, place and time flounces which were lace en- Brown, chose a formal gown of
pale mocha georgetts with
not announced.
crusted.
The gentle a-line skirt was white Venice lace. A softened
Grove poised over layers of peau de dirndle skirt fashioned entirely
North
Pleasant
Cumberland
Presbyterian soie, unadorned except for the of the silk georgette was topped
Women will meet with Mrs. deep bias tiered flounce placed by the fitted bodice of lace.
at the hemline. Each tier of the Long, slim sleeves were also of
Thomas Jones at seven p.m.
flounce was deetlly etched in the lace, and a sculptured
Murray Welcome Wagon Brussels lace, attached with neckline was featured. She
accessories of blending
Newcomers Club will meet at handmade silk cording. The
the Murray High School skirt flowed gracefully into a hue to complete her ensemble,
Cafeteria at 6:30 p.m.
cathedral train as she and was presented a gardenia
descended the aisle on illy arm cseorlecsatedge.
Reception
rnah
f rerriage.
Murray Chapter No. 92 R. & o
father, who gave her in
Dr. and Mrs. Dillard enA. M., and Murray Council No.
50 R. & S. M. will meet at the
The bride's headdress was a tertained with a reception in the
hall
Masonic Hall at 7.30 p.m.
mantilla-inspired formal-length church's fellowship
veil of silk illusion, bordered in following the ceremony. The
Memorial Baptist Church Brussels lace, and attached to a bride's table held the tiered
Women will meet at one p.m. at raised Juliet crown designed wedding cake, and was
the church.
entirely of reembroidered decorated with candelabra
Brussels lace, delicately arrangements of coral roses,
.First Baptist Church Women detailed in the lace pattern with fuji mums and baby's breath.
Assisting in serving were
will meet at nine a.m. at the seed pearls.
church.
She cairied a bridal bouquet Miss Melanie Simpson, Miss
of gardenias, steptuinotis, and Lisa Haugh, Miss Valerie
Elm Grove Rapt* Churcl _roses, with varigited foliage,\ Wright, Miss Debbie .Grearn,
Women will meet with Floy 'from which she presented a \ Miss Anne Jones and Miss
Caldwell at 1:30 p.m.
'single white rose to her mother "Barbara Stone.
Following their wedding trip
as she approached the altar,
Poplar Spring Baptist Church and a white rose to the Mr. and Mrs. Brown are
Women will meet at the church bridegroom's mother as the residing in College Courts at
at 1:30 p.m.
bridal party left the altar after Murray, where the bride is a
nursing student at Murray State
the ceremony.
The bride's only sister, Miss University. Mr. Brown is an
New Concord Senior Citizens Elizabeth Ann Dillard, was apprentice electrician with
will meet at the home of Mary maid of &nor. Bridesmaids Reltline Electrit in Paducah.
Montgomery-at -one- p.m. For were Miss Pafricfa IC.-S.
0u
-Information call Annette Miss „Kathy Jo Usher, Miss
t-of-t
in i.lownror
g th 7th
-Ab
diengfr
nd
ewe
eadin
-*lho
Burnham at 436-5364
-Connie Crowder, cousin of the reception were Mr. and Mrs

HOSPITAL PATIENT
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. 0. T. Davis of Murray
Nellie McCallon of Kirksey
Route One was discharged Route One was dismissed
September 2 from the Com- Thursday from the Wcsttrr,
Baptist Hospital, Paducah
munity Hospital, Mayfield.
----PADUCAH PATIENT
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Reed Miller of Murray has
Eugene Horn of Murray was
dismissed September 4 from the been disinissed from Lourdes
Community Hospital, Mayfield. Hospital, Paducah.

Introducing Ewing Swann

Ewing Swann has been with the
bank for three years in the position
of messenger since his retirement
from the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company hie is a graduate
of New Concord High School and
lists fishing and sports as his hobbies. He is a member of the First
Baptist Church and sings in the
Adult Choir. He and his wife, the
former Virginia Broach who retired
as bookmobile-librarian for the
Calloway County Public Library,
reside at 100 South 16th Street,
Murray. They have one daughter,
Mrs. Marlene Swann Hourigan, and
one son, William Donald Swann.

It's the People that make the difference at...
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Editorial

How Much Are
Your Eyes Worth?

Internal Revenue Is Going
To Be The Death Of Me Yet!

By M. C. Garrett
The Internal Revenue Service is going to
be the death of me yet!
During the past year 3,200 adults
For the past several months, I have been
received a free glaucoma check at receiving, periodically and for some
clinics in eleven different com- unexplained reason, a notice from the IRS
informing me that my tax rebate or
munities of the State. Early
I really don't know which, had
discovery of the disease assures refund,
been adjusted by $19.16—downward, of
early treatment—before there is
course. I had owed them. Had it been the
any sight damage.
other way around, I probably would never
have heard from them.
Eye safety has long received
The first time that brown, officialemphasis because accidents too looking envelope with the picture winoften lead to needless impairment dowed address arrived, I was reluctant to
open it. I don't like to get mail from the
of vision or loss of sight. To en- government,
particularly from the IRS. If
courage the public to safeguard
they'll leave me alone, I'll leave them
vision, the Society promotes the
alone—that's my policy.
I was much relieved upon opening the
Wise Owl Club—an incentive
program encouraging the use of first notice, however, to find out what it
was all about, and quickly requested a
safety eyewear in industry and
management meeting with the wife. A
schools— advocates fireworks decision was quick in coming. We would
and toys regulation, and conducts
not fight for the $19.16. We decided we
would just try to struggle along through
an ongoing program of warning
another year without it, since the IRS said
about harmful substances in the
it rightfully was theirs'. We would not make
home.
a big federal case of it.
We failed, however, to inform the IRS
The fact that of the 700 new
office at Memphis, where we are based, of
cases of blindness in Kentucky this decision.
Apparently, that is
this year, half will be needless un- necessary.
derlines the importance of the
+++++
organization's programs and the
Once you get a government program
going, it's hard to stop it, they say, and I
need for more of them.
suppose this is trike with mailings: The
—.—Remamber,- blindness.doesnit computers,
probably waiting to be notified
always happen to the other per- of our action, one way or the other, have
son...blindness prevention is for since continued to spit out the same
mailing to us.
everyone.
We have been getting a new notice but
Support your Kentucky Society
—with.the
for the-Prevention- of Blindness iff- then sarne.iriarmabon every now ant
since. Thinking this was simply
its work. Its success depends on notification form we were getting, aI
your involvement and your finan- thought it kind of wasteful of the government to keep sending them to me,and even
cial support.
thought
about writing Washington about it.
Write Prevent Blindness, Box
You want to be careful about getting
132, Louisville, Kentucky 40201.
Washington involved, however. The Lord
only knows what could happen if that step
is taken. It would be just my luck to have
the IRS get things so twisted up they'd
soon have my home, my car and even my
faithful and dependable 3-wood!
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Letter To The Editor

Against ERA

3. Revolutionizing of existing divorce
adjustment. It was okay. They could have
Dear Editor:
the $19.16. No problem.
My apprehension grows as I observe laws, exempting husbands from paying
I wrote it on the original correspondence
that the Equal Rights Amendment is now alimony and making him eligible for child
What are your eyes worth?
support if he gets the children.
so they'd be sure and have all the figures,
only four states short of being ratified.
That's the question the Kentucky
4. Homosexuals will be allowed to marry
codes and do-wickies necessary to get It in
I read an analysis of ERA from the Yale
Society for Prevention of Blindthe right building, into the right office, on
Law Journal, Volumn 80, No, 5, April, 1971, and adopt children.
5. All protective labor laws for women in
the right desk, into the right pile, into the
ness is asking this month, Sight
and this amendment does not speak for
industry will be abolished.
right hands and into the right computer to
me.
Saving Month. Have you really
Naturally, proponents of ERA do not
register our acceptance.
Under the guise of "Equal pay for equal
thought about it? How much are
It worked!
work," ERA will open the following inform others that equal pay is guaranteed
your eyes worth?
A few days later, I received a letter from
Pandora's box upon us and our children: already by the Equal Opportunities Act of
If you're like most people, you
the chief of the taxpayer assistance section
1. Registration for the draft of women at 1972.
If you do not want this in the future of
at Memphis, acknowledging my not and
probably can't put a price on your
age 18, subject to all military duties inyour
children, write to your state
officially
informing
income
me
my
that
sharing
of
eluding
combat
the
and
vision, because it's just too
legislators and ask them to vote to rescind
tax account balance is now zero.
both
facilities
by
barracks
military
and
all
precious.
ERA in 1976.
I haven't felt as exhilarated since I
sexes.
The society of engaged in
June Barnett
received my discharge from military
2. Complete integration of the sexes in
programs to preserve sight and
1200 Rose Hill Dr.
service!
prisons, school and public restrooms,
Owensboro, Ky. 42301
promote good eye health and
college dormitories and hospital rooms.
+++++
The sagging economy and rapidlysafety practices.
rising, inflationary prices, especially at
Preventing blindness and conthe grocery store, apparently are foremost
serving sight are positive apin just about everybody's mind these days,
proaches. To prevent a disease or
particularly our senior citizens.
accident, rather than treat it after
This was reflected the other day when a
grocery clerk's cheery greeting was
it has occurred, is a much more
FROM THE
mistakenly taken as a comment on the
practical, workable solution to efhigh prices.
fective health care. This is
Mike Hendon, while clerking at a local
especially true where vision is
store, was putting some boxes of cereal on
concerned because once sight is
the shelf when, sensing someone standing
By JOE CRUMP
nearby, he turned around. An elderly man
lost, all too often it cannot be
stood there; a penciled grocery list in his
restored.
hand and a frown on his face.
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
A major program of the society
"Hi!" said Mike, a friendly and courReview the Congressional Record Daily)
is preschool vision screening. An
teous young man.
— estimated °nein 20 children inthe
I'll say it's -high!" the old-INFECTED BLOOD
Kansas City, Mo.—An international
gentleman roared. "Every time I come in
PLASMA LOOPHOLE
3-to-5 year age range has a vision
trade in human blood plasma is thriving
here it's gone up again! Isn't it ever going
•
DISCLOSED BY FDA
with the Aid of American and Western
problem. Some common eye
to come down!"
SENATOR
GEORGE McGOVERN (S. European pharmaceutical companies.
disorders require treatment
flak.)".,In the last 20 years, 30,000
+++++
-American companies are offering
before the age of six if vision is to
Have you ever mistakenly brushed your
Americans died after receiving infected fabulous sums of money to endorse
be effectively preserved.-In comteeth with shlretng trearrrrTtittrthErrither— "blood trfins ins M
iiimelCiaI brood---Co-ne-CtiOn
'of • Fee
Robert
morning and worked up a pretty good
enterprise, unscrupulous commercial Martin, assistant director of International
munity programs the Kentucky
lather before realizing why it tasted like it
blood banks opened in this country and Services, American Red Cross, said. He
Society screened over 15,000
did. No ill effects, but I wouldn't recomabroad. Poor people, sick people, ill-fed would not name the companies.
preschoolers last year.
mend it for a movie star smile.
people, alcoholics, and drug addicts have
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration
Another activity, serving the 35
tried to support themselves by selling their (FDA) regulates only the market for
and over, is glaucoma screening.
blood...
plasma for human use. Federal standards
"Blood collection companies operating Specify the health of the donor, the quality
outside this country pay little heed to of the blood and frequency of donation.
Woodrow Rickman, Jimmy Rickman,
donor health or the frequency of donation. The FDA conducts annual inspections of
and Roy Norsworthy have purchased the
One women in the Philippines for example, companies dealing in plasma for human
Murray Hosiery Mill building and its
bled herself to death attempting to support use.
contents on South Fourth Street.
her family. An American blood collection
But there is no regulation of the traffic in
Mrs. Louis Ratterree Bradshaw, age 86, company operating in
Haiti paid its donors plasma for laboratory use," a loophole you
Ses the other defy when another of those
died this morning at her home- at - New
V'per liter of plastna. The company then could drive a truck through," according to
official envelopes arrived, I just took a
Concord.
sold
in IlWIirtited_States for an FDA official
-minute and formally informed - the
Second Lt, Stephen C. Foust,son of Mrs. $23...Ihe Plasma
NEW YORK (AP) — ricTes that 8.4-per are used in the final compilations. "Quite
Both the World Health Organization and
Memphis Office of our acceptance of the
Donnie Foust,completed a finance officers
"It is currently illegal to use imported the International Red Cross have declared
cent unemployment rate depict the real often there is a divergence," he said. "It's
orientation course at the Army Finance
blood plasma for human patients unless themselves virtually powerless to act,
state of affairs in the job market today or a natural kind of thing. We were not alarRed
School, Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
the manufacturer is licensed by the Cross spokesman Martin said. "There is
is it another of those statistics that seem to med."
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Don Neale of HuntFederal
Drug
float, unanchored to reality?
Administration nothing we can do."
The differences, he said, are usually
sville, Ala., were the weekend guests of (FDA
)...However, many observers of the +++++
Criticism of labor statistics isn't un- short-lived. In fact, the August jobless
It, 11,,
IMO
,
/
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Neale
situation suspect that large quantities of CRUMP'S GRASS
common. Academics, labor leaders, figures showed the divergence was cut
'Way is Tuesday, Sept. 9, the 252nd day
and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Travis.
imported
plasma are finding their way ROOTS COMMENT
businessrnen and others maintain there sharply. But, the critics ask, why should
of 1§75. There are 113 days left in the year.
Pork Chops are advertised at 57 cents
into hospitals illicitly...
are defects of definition, concept and differences exist at all if the concepts are
A hospital patient has to accept a blood
per
pound
in
On this date ...
the ad for Swann's Grocery
"I believe that this situation may well transfusion on faith. The Senator's
technique that result in an inaccurate pic- correct?
this
week.
In
1919,
Boston
police went on strike and
demand legislative attention in the near statement that, "30,000 Americans died
ture.
Asked if the household survey might
Massachusetts Governor Calvin Coolidge
future...1 ask unanimous consent that(an) after receiving
have found fewer jobless individuals than
infected blood tranruled they would not be permitted to
A bit surprising is the position taken by
article by Mark Winiarski be printed in the sfusions," is hard to believe unless supwould be the case because unemployed
return to their jobs on grounds they had no
Julius Shiskin, commissioner of the
Record." Excerpts follow):
ported by some itemized facts.
workers were away on vacations, Shisken
right to strike and endanger the public
Bureau of Labor Statistics. The debate, he
answered that the possibility was taken inA.
W.
Russell
and
Buford
Hurt
have
been
safety.
says, is healthy. By inference he suggests
to consideration.
named as Calloway County Election
Consumer Comments
In 1926, the National Broadcasting Comthe criticisms might possibly have some
But one critic, Albert Sindlinger of SinCommissioners to serve during the
pany was formed as a service of the Radio
validity.
dlinger es Co., which compiles its own
November primary election and the
Corporation of America.
Conceding there are "widespread points jobless figures from surveys of 1,125
primary election next year.
In
1946,
the
formal
surrender of about
of view" on the accuracy of government households a week, currently has one
A feature story on the modern farm
one million Japanese soldiers in China
jobless surveys, Shiskin said in an in- million fewer employed and one million
irrigation system of Clifford Dodd and son,
took
place
in
Nanking.
terview that he has recommended that a
more unemployed than the government.
Ten years ago: President Charles Stanley, is published today. The story was
blue ribbon committee be appointed to
Sindlinger is critical of government
written by Jackie Herndon and the picture
DeGaulle
indicated that France would
review concepts.
techniques. "When they find nobody home
was by Noble Wrather.
Defective Pruchases
withdraw
from the North Atlantic Treaty
If Labor Secretary John Dunlop agrees, they go next door until they do. And the
and copies of correspondence. If you need
Dr. H. C. Chiles spoke on his travels in
By Ed W. Hancock,
Organization in 1969.
Shiskin said he hopes the committee will reason that family is home is because the
to return the merchandise, be sure to get it
the country of Switzerland at the meeting
Attorney
General
Five
years
ago:
"Hello, Dolly" became
be formed before the year is out. Existing
breadwinner has a job and can't be away
insured.
of
the
Murray
Rotary
Club.
was
He
inIf
your
latest
purchase
is defective—
the longest-running musical in Broadway
concepts are the product of a similar com- on vacation."
troduced by Prentice Lassiter.
you've got a gripe. To have your problem
history, eclipsing "My Fair Lady."
By making a complaint to the store or
mittee's work 13 years ago.
This, he said, distorts the employed
Mrs. Jessie Houston Roane gave
resolved may depend on how you corn- manufacturer, you
One year ago: On his one-month anare letting them know
The call for a re-examination comes at a figures upward, the unemployed downhighlights of her two months' vacation . plain. Are you an effective complainer, or
niversary in office, President Ford enwhether their goods and services are
critical time. The government relies on at
ward.
through Canada, the New England States,
just a noisemaker?
countered his first public protest and much
reliable and worthwhile. Valid complaints
least two surveys for its figures, a survey
The very definition of unemployment, it
and the Eastern part of the United States
To complain effectively, calm down and often will be resolved
'COngTessional
criticism
over
and the information
households
his parand one of employers. seems, is itself the cause of furthei- conof
at
meeting
the
of
Houston
Jessie
the
examine your problem. Decide what your appreciated. Also,
doning of former President Richard M.
effective
complaining
During the summer the two surveys varied fusion. Shiskin points to one: a student who
Service Club held at the home of Mrs. Joe
specific compalint is and immediately can prevent other consumers
Nixon.
from exon the number of jobless.
cam-jot find a summer job is considered
Baker.
contact the person or company that sold periencing the same problem.
Today's birthday: Former presidential
Shiskin minimizes the differences in the jobless in the same sense as a head of
you the product.
candidate Alfred Landon is 88 years old.
two sets of figures, both of which he said household.
If your "gripe" is not resolved, or you
If you complain in person, take the
have any consumer question, write to the
purchase receipt and guarantee or
Attorney General, Division of Consumer
warranty with you. Quietly and concisely
Protection, the Capitol—Room 34, Frankstate your complaint. If the salesperson or
company representative says he cannot fort, Ky., 40601. Kentucky consumers may
Federal Level
call toll-free on the consumer hotline by
act on your problem, ask to speak to the
U.S. Walter 'Ws" Moddlestea(D)
dialing 1-800-372-2960.
highest
person
in
authority.
Don't
allow
3327 DirksIalidiu
yourself
to be put off by "buckpassing"
Washington, D. C. 20510
techniques.
U. S. Sea. Woods* N. Ford (D)
If you're not getting any satisfaction
4121 Dfrku..kPdtog
from the store owner or manager, direct a
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
BLASINGAME
Wesbiagtoo, D. C. 2•510
written complaint to the manufacturer.
The
public library or local Better Business
Writing
for
the
Justice
Court.
Families
and
%Mort
Carrell
government (bronchiectasis), or low acid ii
Jr.(D)
U. S. Rep.
The United States Supreme
423 Cu... Phew Office Ibrililles
And now abldeth faith, hope.
Bureau can help you to locate the
Court recently made a Potter Stewart said. "A finding have new opportunities and the stomach (causing odors from
Washington, D. C. 20515
unanimous. landmark decision of 'mental illness alone cannot obligations to support these peo- the stomach). Diet may be the,
manufacturer's address.
chairty,
these three: but the
All U S Senators and Representatives
affecting the civil rights of cer- justify a state's locking up a per- ple by helping them become pro- cause, such as garlic or onions
When you complain by mail, be sure to
greatest
of
these is charity. I
dialing
telephone
by
reoched
by
be
may
son
against
will
and
his
keeping ductive when feasible and creat- As you can see, the diagnosis
tain mental patients The Court
include the brand name, model number,
is
202 224-3121 where a U. S. Capitol
Corinthians
13:13.
ruled that these patients had the him indefinitely in simple ing circumstances which permit not a -simple matter.
size, color and any other detail which
operator will connect you with the ofSometimes we ask,"What is the
sign( to be.. treated or else custodial confinement. There is their "living safely in freedom,
would identify the product. Compose a
_
ficial of your choice, .
no
const
it
basis
utionaI
for confin- even if they are not employable.
.4-.Mr.
7
released from confinement in
greatest
W. H. wants to know
good?" Now we see
explicitly
letter
describing your problem.
State level
what is meant by a resident
state' hospitals if they were not ing mentally ill persons involunsend any documents—send a copy, clearly that loving is the greatest
If
you
St.'. See Mewl Wiricertberger(0)
Q. Miss E. E. says that she has physician and how far along hi ,
dangerous to themselves and tarily if they are dangerous to no
not the original. Be sure to keep all papers
of all goods.
Stine Capitol DelMing
1 one and can live safely in bad breath and wants sugges- is in his training.
other persons
406111,
henkfise,
Ky.
tions about what to do to relieve
This decision directly involves freedom"
Of
The case applies to civil cases it.
A. A resident physician has
about 250.000 patients who may
*set.7, Marylleil, Ky. 420M
A: Relief of bad breath usually completed his premedical
be capable of "living safely in and not to those patients who
requires more than the use of course, graduated from a
freedom" and who will now be have committed a crime.
Ste' Rep lioneetli C. lees(0)
This -Supreme Court decision mouth wash and toothpaste. The cal school and is mediallowed to do so.
Store Capitol Wilding
in his
eonsiderable
The Murrafr Ledger ft Times is published
economit con- cause should be determined by a postgraduate
carriers. 52 25 per month payable tik advance
Freaktert, Ky. 40601
• This Court decision was based has
trainingAusually
in
e4ry afternoon except Sundays July 4 ChristSy mail in eollowoy County and Vo lifthlon Star
or
on the case of a Florida man sequences to those people who physician and a case may re- a hoSpital. The average. residennos Day New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
din. Moyffeld Sedoho and Formii\gton Sy and
201 S. 3rd Si.. Mowery, ky. 42071
who had been confined for 15 leave their- confinement from quire careful "detective work- to cy lasts for three years in some
Murray Newspapers: Inc 103 N 4th
Paris Buchanan ond Puryeor Tenn S-12 50 per
years to the Florida State Hospi- slate institutions, particularly find the diagnosis so that ap- special field of education and
Murrc4i. Ky , 42071
yisor By moil to other destinations S27 50 per
Stine Rep. Lloyd C. dew (0)
confined
those
been
have
who
propriate
treatment
can be car- trainses.„_such as surgery.
tal at Chattahoochee tiecause he
Second Class Postage Paid eV Murray Ky
?Oar
SW* Capitol beliang
years.
many
industry
Can
tor
adried out. Some of the sources in- melCiille, or pCshatric.s
was a paranoid schizophrenic
42071
Mfmber of Associated Press Kentucky Press
Fnailrfort. Ky. 40111
Sorni.
just and employ some of these clude decaying teeth_ inflamed
_ Atederererort-_
,
He was considered harmless to
arrid,-- to dTtriirrlr'711ROspb-p-Fr
special_residency
progranis-rnar
Jr
-train- gums infected tonsils, sInusitis. he for a total of
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In moos served by
Publisher Association
himself and others and required persons, evisi after some
four or
P.O.Iles IS,lbw IT. 4211811
rehabilitation?
•
.
ing
and
enlarged bronchial tubes- years
nt I t mat Ment
•
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lasting divorce
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New Home Purchase Certificate Required For Income Tax Credit

If you have purchased a new
home this year-one that was
under construction before
March 26, 1975-you may be
entitled to claim up to $2,000
credit against your 1975 Federal
income tax.
But before any taxpayer can
claim that credit, he or she
must have a statement from the
seller certifying that the pur6

Not one,or two,or
three ...but

Seven
Dazzling
Diamonds
Set tolook like one big diamond

in the future of
.o your state
) vote to rescind

only
We haven't raised our prices,
we haven't lowered our
quality. You can still buy
beautiful diamonds at our
usual low price. We acquired
these diamonds before the recent price increases. So we
can offer you the exquisite
loveliness of not one, or two,
Or three but seven sparkling
diamonds for only $110.00

n international
sma is thriving
in and Western
1 companies.
s are offering
ey to endorse
ction
-Rdieft'
of International
Cross, said. He

1,

Muiturx-Ncitsze
ni.

.7r

ITY JEWEIEERS
Nem

To qualify for the credit,
according to H. & R Block, the
following conditions must be
met:
( 1) The home must be a new
principal residence of original
use(meaning a place where the
taxpayer lives most of the year
and where no one else has ever
lived before).
(2) The construction of the
home must have begun before
March 26, 1975. (The date was
chosen earlier this year as a
stimulus for the purchase of
new homes which were not

selling and designed to help the after February 28, 1975.
The cut-off date sanctions
sagging home building industry
price increases (up until
.
in a time of recession).
( 3) The home must be February 281 on a new and
acquired after March 12, 1975 unsold home which was on the
and before January 1, 1977.
(4) A binding contract for the
purchase of the residence must
be entered into before January
1, 1976.
(5) The buyer must attach to
his income tax return a certification by the seller that the
purchase price is the lowest
price at which at which the
residence was offered for sale-

Markham's Best
for Hair and Scalp!

GOP Chairman To Address
Women's Fall Board Meet
Clyde Middleton, chairman of
the Republican Party of Kentucky, will be the luncheon
speaker at the Kentucky
Federation of Republican
Women's Fall Board Meeting,
Wednesday, September 17th, at
the Red Carpet Inn, Bowling
Green.
Middleton,
native of
Covington, is ai ‘ttorney and
Kentucky State
ltor from
the 24th Distric.. He has served
on
numermr, legislative
committees since i967 and has
held positions in the Kenton
County Republican Party, the
Kentucky Young Republicans,
and the Republican State
Central Committee. He is also a
member of the Optimist Club
and the Northern Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
Middleton holds a B.S. degree
from the U. S. Naval Academy,
an MBA. from Xavier Univer....
sity, and a juris doctorate from
the J. D. CHASE College of
Law.
The morning business session
of the board meeting will be

Jessamine is
a lovely killer
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75

65

75

75
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A recent article in the Chanoffe News rates
various shampoos according to their pH-their
relative acidity or alkalinity'
This article states tharYOUr hair will benefit
if you use a shampoo that is slightly acidic-tram
4.5 to 5.5 on the pH scale."
The article goes or; to state."A shampoo that
is alkaline will cause itchy scalp and peeling . .
Eventually it could make some hair fall out
because it gets down into pores and damages
the follicles':

75

75

75

55

'On we two-20 24 on scale seer/
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Seven 0 00.00ne DWOR Seven a OCIC0C

C /974 Mcenorn 70, Men

Iry

,Southside Barber Shop

1417-WistlikiTh St.

•

Corvette Lone Bldg.
No Appointment Needed

Southside -Shopping Ce4er

So. 12th St.

753-8772

753-4406

ii:BIE:E E:F.. Fi:_

Deep Strength

$1.37 VALUE

Colgate

Iu

$1.19 VALUE

FAMILY Sin
SAVE 49'

Instant
Shave
Regula
Mentol

Ill
Ill
!I!
III
Ill

73

III

Close-Up Family Size $1.37 VALUE

Curad Bonus Box

III
III
hi
III
Ill
III

"ouchless bandage"
99' VALUE
SAVE 33'
80 Assorted
Plastic Bandages

III
III
Ill

SAVE 414

SAVE 494

NI

88

NI
NI
IN

89' VALUE
Close-Up Toothpaste MEDIUM

[

III

III

••••• Carerr

30 T4144444

RU

$1.00 VALUE

III

Ill

66'

III

SAVE 17'

100 Tablets
$2.10 VALUE
SAVE 74'

88`

Never refill. Never reflint. Never
repair. Lights first time. Every

time. Elegant slim contour.

Ill

Pies

-

do,
---ae-

i

.

Arrid Cream

mmin Anti-Perspirant'l oz.
anit perrtrani

UI

"
/
r7r,
dejlo„

894
VALUE

$126J

Arrid
Roll-On

1.5 oz.
;1.24 VALUE

Breaks FEVER,relieves
PAIN of children's
j. COLDS and
FLU fast!,

a•fr il•VV•81.01
„,

The aspirin mnsl rereatoseaded

36 Tablets
494
VALUE
SAVE 14'

NI
•8

on

by Pediairiiidni•

!I!

864

III
!I!

$1.98 VALUE
SAVE 7r

butane lighter by Garrity.

Si 36

Ill
UI

1,0 ale lon 1.4(
u\gton Ky
Pon S-12 50p,
ons 527 SO c,

dIspoz-a-lite H

12 02. Liquid
$2.10 VALUE'SAVI 74'

III
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$1.35 VALUE

SAVE 44'

$1 36

"What is the
3W we see
the greatest

orol..041 ON•

Di-Gel Anti-Gas Antacid

III

faith, hope.
e: but the
; charity. 1

65

Markham Vitamin and Protein Enriched
Shampoo which tested at 5.5 is within the range
considered best The above photograph indicates
the relative pH of all the sharrpoos tested. How
does yours rate'
,

Westside Barber & Style Shop

The flowers and berries of
sarniQe bring.on, sexere- depression and digestive disturbances.
Children have died from
sucking the nectar of the
Carolina or yellow jessamine
blossom

Pepsodent Toothpaste

Ill

)ught

7.5

4.5

Markham Style Innovator Products and Hair Designs are available at:
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III
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?solved, or you
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m
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III

to the store or
:ing them know
I services are
alid complaints
:he information
re complaining
ners from exem.

YAW

wee

called to order by Mrs. Robert
E. Gillis, KFRW president;
followed by roll call, committee
reports, and a discussion on
Judicial reform from Judge N.
Mitchell Meade, Lexington. The
luncheon will begin at 12:30.
County
Warren
The
Republican Women's Club, with
Mrs. Robert D. Simmons,
president, will serve as the
hostess club. Room reservations may be made to the Red
Carpet Inn, P. 0. Box 155,
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101.
Luncheon reservations should
be sent to Mrs. Joan Murray,
1919 Karen, Bowling Green,
Kentucky 42101.

III

nce. If you need
be sure to get it

market for months or years and
kin which the price was raised
due to inflation. However, the
selling price must be the lowest
offered after that date in order

Anyone desiring more information about the certificate
or the qualifications for the tax
credit may contact Joyce
Wright, city manager for H & R
Block at 903 Arcadia, Murray.
The telephone number is 7537.
9204

for the taxpayer to qualify for
the credit.
Tax researchers at H & R
Block add also that the credit is
available on a new home con,.
structed by the taxpayer
himself, if construction began
before March 13, 1975.

DOKI PAY
MORE FOR
YOUR
PERSCRIPTIONS
WHEN YOU
CAN SAVE
AT
SAV-RITE

iit
HI

accept a blood
rhe Senator's
kmericans died
i blood tranwe unless supacts.

QU

chase price of the home is the
lowest price at which the
residence was offered for sale
after February 28, 1975.
The certificate-to be attached to the home buyer's
income tax return-is required,
says the Internal Revenue
Service, to prevent fraudulent
transactions affecting the
amount of the taxpayer's credit.
For any false statement the
seller faces criminal and civil
penalties, warns the IRS.
The IRS, however, has not
issued an official form for the
certification of the price of the
home and leaves the responsibility to the taxpayer to
acquire such a statement.
As a public service, and at no
cost to either seller or taxpayer,
H. & R Block, the nation's
largest income tax preparation
firm, has made available
nationwide a new home purchase certificate conforming to
IRS requirements. For double
protection the certificate
contains
space
.for
acknowledgement by a notary
public.
This one-page certificate is
available to taxpayers at local
H. & R Block offices. The
certificates also are available in
quantities to local home
building developers, real estate
firms and other interested
groups.
Established under the Tax
Reduction Act of 1975, the new
law allows for an income tax
credit of 5 per cent of the cost of
the new residence, mobile
home, condominium or cooperative housing unit, with a
maximum amount of $2,000
($1,000 in.the case of a -married
taxpayer filing a separate
return). The credit cannot
exceed the amount of the taxpayer's tax liability, after
certain other credits.

IM

Administration
he market for
decal standards
mor, the quality
cy of donation
.1 inspections of
sma for human

fel the traffic in
heco
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hp"
rganization and
s have declared
.less to act, Red
said. "There is
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Precise 1v. Tv.,
dosage. Pure
flavor. Sentry Loci,
cap Stock up,

Save 38'

Rich Regular, Cool Mint
Fresh Lime or Cologne Scent

1107.

$1.39 VALUE
SAV-RITE SAVES
YOU 51'

Kentucky Press
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737 Fans Show
Up To Watch
Braves Falter

Injuries Causing Problems So
Teams Ask For More Players

BY TOM SEPPY
tive Director Ed) Garvey out for the season or for a numAP Sports Writer
stopped that.. he stopped the ber of weeks into the regular
WASHINGTON (AP)- With
whole process."
season, Alexander cited quarmajor injuries striking at least
Bledsoe referred to Garvey's terbacks Jim Plunkett of New
half of the National Football
letter to the Management Coun- England, Al Woodall of the
League, the Players Associ- cil which,
in effect, states the New York Jets, Archie Manation has asked the owners to
NFLPA directors may not ning of New Orleans, Bob BarEvans' two-run homer in the
reconsider an earlier decision
By FRANK BROWN
accept an agreement even if the ry of Minnesota and Bill Munand expand squad sizes from
seventh inning had given AtAP Sports Writer
players vote to ratify it.
son of Detroit.
the present 43 to last year's 47.
As a long, dreary season lanta a 5-4 lead.
The players union opposed
Of=i-C-0.•=4:0=,"="Z'OC"=0*=-CK
winds down, the Atlanta Braves
Kermit Alexander, president the decrease in
Reds 3, Padres 2
team size befind themselves going no place
of the player's union, said a re- cause it would
Johnny Bench's 26th homer of
mean a loss of
fast. The fans are going the year, a avo-run shot in the
turn to the 1974 team limit, some
182 jobs because, the aseighth-inn
everyplace fast-except, of
even if some of the players sociation
ing lifted the NL
said, teams averaged
course, to Atlanta Stadium.
were on a taxi, or reserve, about
West champions past San
2•=iC.C.C.0.0C-C"L=0*="C•C="Z•C
53 players per squad in
Diego.
squad,
It took the fifth-place Braves
Willie McCovey's 18th
"will allow fans to see a 1974, including those who were
By The Associated Press
American League
only four days to top the all- homer of the year had given
more interesting game and will injured.
East
time attendance low they set the Padres a 2-1 lead they held
lessen the pressure on team
W L Pct. GB
Under the rules this year,
Thursday night, when 1,062 until the eighth.
Boston
84 58 592 NEW GOLFERS - New members of the Murray State golf team for the 1975-76 season ere top row, left doctors, trainers and players only three players may be
Baltimore
78 64 549 6
people crossed the turnstiles for
Dodgers 4, Giants 0
themselves performing with an placed on the injured reserve
New York
503 122
to tight, Coach Buddy Hewitt, Lee Stewart, Norman Vacousky, and Bobby Cronin. front row, Hoot Gibson,
72 71
a 2-1 victory over San Diego.
Steve Yeager's two-run single
injury."
Cleveland
70 493 14
68
list with the rest being put on
Tommy Thomas, Tanny Cole and Lorry Patton. Greg Carter was not present for the photo.
Milwaukee
62 82 431 23
Monday night, with no threat of highlighted a three-run Los AnThe 26 NFL owners voted non-recallable waivers at the
Detroit
54 88 380 30
(Staff Pbotie by Miite Breades) during their June meeting in
rain and temperatures in the geles eighth inning and backed
West
end of the season and could be
•.
mid-70s, 737 spectators cram- Andy Messersmith's three-hit
New York to reduce squad lost to a team.
Oakland
86 56 606
Kansas
City 80 62 563 6
med into 52,744 seats for a 9-6 pitching in the Dodgers'
sizes to 43 players, with no taxi
Alexander said at the time
Texas
69 75 479 18
loss to the Houston Astros-the triumph over San Francisco.
squad, as a matter of econom- that "the owners' decision
Chicago
68 74 479 18
Minnesota
only National League club with
It was the sixth shutout of the
66 72 478 113
ics because, they said, more places tremendous pressure on
64 79 448 22' 2
a worse record.
season for Messersmith, 16-14,
than half the teams lost money coaches and team doctors to California
Monday's Results
By MIRE BRANDON
while John Montefusco, 13-8,
year.
last
Cleveland
4, Boston 1
"It's the low ebb in a long
keep an injured player on the
New York 3, Detroit 0
took the loss.
Monday,
a
NFL
spokesman
active list in order to protect
season," offered Bob Hope, the
sports Editor
Baltimore 6, Milwaukee 2
Pirates 4, Cubs 1
said the player limit was one of him for the future."
Oakland 8, Kansas City 2
Braves' Director of Public ReBack in the division with a
Only games scheduled
the things which the league
The union president pointed
lations. -This is the longest
Tuesday's Games
pennant race, the Pirates exwanted
negotiate
to
with
the
to what -he described as an unTexas (Umbarger 7-5 and
we've been out of contention in
tended their NL East lead to
players
union.
.
usually high number of serious Perry 15-161 at Minnesota
years. It's late in the season,
(Goltz 13-11 and Butler 3-4 or
6'2 games over St. Louis and
"Our role as the Management injuries to first team
and the fan appeal's a little
and front Bane 0-0), 2, (f-n)
seven games over Philadelphia
Council in the player limit is line veterans during
Boston (Tiant 15-13) at Cleve
dim right now."
the exhibibehind a combined six-hitter by
land (Waits 3-1), (n)
The Ohio Valley Conference is known for
that we have a mandate from tion season in urging
Martin."
Elsewhere in the National
the ownDetroit
(Bare 8-10) at New
Dock Ellis, in his fist start
having the best cross country in the United
theslubs to bargain it with the ers to expand the squad limits.
October 1 will find the jayvees at Paducah
League, Cincinnati topped San
York (Medich 12-16), (n)
since his two-week suspension,
States.
players
union,"
said
Terry
Community
Baltimore
College.
On
the
2nd,
Lambuth
is
Diego 3-2, Los Angeles blanked
As examples of the players Milwaukee (Alexander 6-8) at
and Ramon Hernandez.
(Broberg 12-13), (n)
And Western Kentucky University is known
Bledsoe. "But (NFLPA Execu- who were injured
here for a varsity game. UTM is here for a
San Francisco 4-0, Pittsburgh
and will be
California (Figueroa 12-12) at
Phillies,6, Cards 3
for always having one of the top cross country
varsity
game
on
the
and
7th
the
on
ninth,
Chicago
PCC
(Wood
14-18), (n)
defeated Chicago 4-1, PhilaGreg Luzinski, who admits he
teams in the country. With Nick Rose, Tony
Kansas City (Busby 16-12) at
is at Reagan Field for a jayvee contest.
delphia tripped St. Louis 6-3
Oakland (Blue 18-11), (n)
hasn't been doing the job, did it
Staynings and English crew, Western has
• Union will be here on the 11th, the 'Breds
and Montreal beat New York 6Wednesday's Games
Monday night. His single and
gained
world-wide
press.
will
go
to
Detroit at Boston, 2, It-n)
UTM
on
the
and
13th
the
on
14th, the
5 and 6-1 in a twi-night doubleBaltimore
double drove in three runs,
at Cleveland, 2, (1.
However, things might be changing. No, the
jayvees are at Paducah. The final varsity
header.
n)
raising his league-leading RBI
conferenceAsn't getting any weitittr,,fiff
.
iis. .
aii4waw)nee-a
giCIate-/- t4- INtwor-Yeaks--4n1-=
t.t74_ .
,
--licitrStorrt- Caar Cedencililt total to HO and carrying PhiM
Western. But guess i-vho'Seketriiii Stronger.
:
California at Chicago, (n)
two home runs and had six RBI delphia past St. Louis. He had
Texas at Minnesota, (n)
It's still probably a couple of years away
Kansas City at Oakland, (n)
before the Braves' biggest non- driven in just four runs with his
but Murray State issoon going to be one of the
National League
Usually by Tuesday morning, the afcrowd of the season, almost last 47 at-bats.
best cross country teams in the nation. The
East
tershock
of
singlehandedly raising the As
a
game
Friday's
like
which
in
Expos 6-6, Mets 5-1
Racers have three Englishmen on the team
W L Pct. GB
--PjAIStku
roh
RI 60
Murray High lost to Reidland is gone..
to 5640 aatilayisiga.----ight-hander Don Garrithers -this year-"with one more In school- but
St.
Louis
75
67 528 6/
1
2
What the mood is in the Tiger camp this
ing them within 41 games of scattered eight hits as the
currently ineligible this season.
Philphia
75 68 524 7
week
is simply: try again. What more can you
first place.
New York
Expos whipped New York after
73 70 .510 9
Sunday afternoon, Racer Coach Bill Cornell
Chicago
67 77 .465 151/2
ask of the defense?
Cedeno also rapped a two-run Pat Scanlon's one-out, basestook his team out for a five-mile time trial.
Montreal
63 79 .444 181
/
2
Defensively, Murray High did not play that
double in a three-run Houston loaded single in the bottom of
The results were surprising.
West
Cincinnati
badly in the 19-14 loss. When the offense runs
first. His solo homer made it 4- the ninth inning gave Montreal
96 47 .671 The best time on the five-mile course was a
Los
Angeles 76 68 .528 20f/2
seven series of plays'in the last half and turns
0 in the third inning,
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - weeks.
the opener.
24:26.2 by former All-American gam Torres.
S.Francisco 70 73 .490 26
It over seven times, it has to demoralize and
The New England Patriots
San Diego
64 80 .444 32/
His mark not only fell Sunday, it was broken
1
2
In the operation, the surgeon
Atlanta
63 81 .438 33/
1
2
also physically and emotionally drain the
have lost quarterback Jim inserts a pin in the
three times.
injured
Houston
56 89 .386 41
defensive unit.
Plunkett's passing skills for at shoulderm
Sophomore Englishman Brian Rutter
Monday's Results
Montreal
least
Inexperienc
New York 5.1
6-6,
played
a
part
e
big
month-"a
a
in
the
big
loss.
loss
for
crossed the line in 23:39, breaking Torres' old
With Plunkett out, the PatriHouston 9, Atlanta 6
But you only get experience by playing.
us," concedes Coach Chuck ots were left with two
mark by over 47 seconds. In second place was
Philadelphia
6, St Louis 3
inFriday night, the Tigers are at home against
Fairbanks of the National Foot- experienced quarterbacks,
Pittsburgh 4, Chicago 1
sophomore Englishman Martyn Brewer with
Neil
Cincinnati
a
3,
San Diego 2
rebuilding
ball
League
Henry
County
club.
team.
24:00 and third was freshman Englishman
Graff and rookie Steve Grogan.
Los Angeles 4, San Francisco
Then the following Friday, it's the rest of
MADLSONVILLE, Ky. ( AP
yard penalty was assessed on
Plunkett was to undergo surRalph Cheek with a 24:17.
Graff, a former Wisconsin
the season In one night. Having already last
gery today at Stanford Univer- Madisonville High School Madisonville because its band
Junior college transfer Ron Stetina had a
Tuesday's Games
standout, spent most of the 1974
once
in
the
Class
AA
District
St. Louis (Denny 9 or Ras
sity
race,
football coach Bernard Brant was late in, leaving the field
the
Medical
Tigers
Center
in Califor- season on the bench, and
24:56 while letterman-Bob Arnett finished in
mussen 4-31 at Philadelphia
Fairmust beat Mayfield on the 19th. If they don't,
nia for a left shoulder separa- banks
has been reprimanded for ac- after halftime ceremonies.
25:08.
(Carlton 11-13), (twi)
wonders if 'Graff can
then the race is probably all over.
tion suffered in Sunday's exhi- make
tions on the field during a
Houston (Dierker 1314) at,
The coach reportedly admon"This is going to be the best team I've ever
it.
Atlanta (Devine 0-0), (n) The game with the Patriots Friday night
bition victory over the San
game with Christian County on ished the band director, drawhad before," Cornell said. "It seems we're
"We'll
have a chance to see,"
Chicago (Bonham 12-13) at
will be important, as far as the won-loss
Diego Chargers.
Aug. 29.
ing protests the next day from
Pittsburgh (Kison 10-11), (n)
getting tougher every year."
said Fairbanks. "I thought he
column.
But
New York (Swan 1-2) at MOnas
far
as
the
The reprimand came late parents supporting a band
District
"It's
race,
not
it
encouraging to see did well against San
The cross country team will open its season
Diego. He
treat (Warthen 6-6), (n)
means nothing and so the Tigers should be
key people keep getting hurt," has
Monday from the Hopkins boosters organization.
Saturday at Southern Illinois-Edwardsville in
Cincinnati (Kirby 9-5) at San
played well in pre-season
able to forget about last week and the jitters
County Board of Education,
said Fairbanks. "It's dis- games."
Diego (Folkers 5-9), (n)
Brant was not present during
a traingular. Also on hand will be Lincoln
San
Francisco (Barr 11-12) at
of
the
first
game,
forget
about
which previously had sus- Madisonville's loss last weekwhat happened
codaging because to be sucUniversity.
Graff depicts himself as a
Los Angeles (Rau 13-9), (r(
and settle down ani play football to prepare
pended Brant from coaching.
cessful, you need all your re- "play action
end to Union County.
Wednesday's Games
passer.
for Mayfield.
St. Louis at Chicago
Brant allegedly was angered
sources and talent. The margin
Harold Peyton, superinten"I guess you can say I'm
New
York at Pittsburgh, (o)
during the Madisonville-Chris- dent of the county board, said
of error is very small. We have more run
Philadelphia at Montreal, In)
Because of the Ohio Valley Conference's
-oriented," Graff said,
tian County game when a 15- in a prepared statement that
to
play
Atlanta
hard
at San Diego, 01)
to take up the while Plunkett is the
decision to eliminate fall baseball division
"classic
Cincinnati at cLos Angeles,
slack for those missing."
the board finds that Mr. Brant
drop-back passer, the pure
play, Murray State will only be playing
(n)
Last week's question for the free meal at
"I don't know how big the passer."
behaved in a manner unbecomHouston at San Francisco.
scrimmage games this fall. That means
Rudy's was a(baseball quiz. It was: Name the
(n)
(
losses)
ing as a teacher and coach and
can get," said FairMurray must play 12 conference games next
only pitcher who has ever defeated Bob
that his actions in a public
banks, "but this is a big one."
spring in addition to the usual heavy spring
Gibson three times in one season.
place before students, school
Fairbanks predicted the Stanschedule.
The answer: Tom Seaver. Carl Miller and
Need any of these services.
ford All-American and Heisman
patrons and visitors was of
The scrimmage games will be regular
John Kochon were the winners. This week,
Air Freight Flight Training
Trophy
such a nature as to bring emwinner
would be out for
games with the teams in uniform and scores
we'll have two more meals up for grabs
Air Cargo Air Ambulance
barrassment upon himself.
at least a month-but medical
kept but the statistics will not count nor will
before returning to the one meal, regular
Air Taxi
Air Charter
'"therefore
specialists
Brant
,
hereby
is
said
recuperation
the wins or losses.
The Murray Bass Club will
contest next week.
from a shoulder separation opWO
meet at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday at reprimanded by the Board for
For those interested fans, here's a brief
This week's question: What Ohio Valley
eration could take six to eight
Contact
look at the fall season:
the Holiday Inn to hear one of his unbecoming behavior and
Conference
school has the best composite
On September 26, the 'Breds will open the
the top bass fishermen in the also is admonished to take the
wil
e
Bill
Fuller or
football record, counting only conference
Share Honors
necessary self disciplinary
season at Union. On the 27th, Mineral Area
United States.
Johnny Parker
games?
measure
required
assure
to
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) Junior College will be at Reagan Field for a
The guest speaker will be
If you think you have the answer, call at 5 p.
Pitchers Tom Seaver of the
jayvee game. On the 30th, the varsity is at
Billy Phillips, owner of the that no further such lapses in
Murray-Calloway Cnunty rpOrt
m.
489-2414 489-2721
Thursday
753-6977.
at
New York Mets and Jerry
Jackson Lure Company-in- behavior shall occur either in
Reuss of the Pittsburgh Pirates
Jackson, Tn. Phillips invented language or other matter of pershare the latest National
the famous "Little Jewell" sonal deportment," the statement said.
League Player of the Week
spinner bait. He is also one of
The vote on the reprimand
award, league President Chub
the top tournament fishermen
was unanimous, Peyton said.
Feeney announced today.
in the country.
Brant's suspension, which beSeaver became the lea
s
He won the 1974 BCA KenSept. 2, was to be lifted effirst 20-game winner this seatucky State Tournament. gan
fective today, the board ruled.
By TOM SEPPY
Phillips will be presenting
a bronze at Munich in 1972, a series of six public hearings son with a shutout victory over
FOOTBALL .
AP Sports Writer
several films Wednesday and
made her comments in pre- to be held in various cities dur- the Pirates last Week. He also
WASHINGTON (AP) - An pared remarks for the Presi- ing the next 12 months. The reached the 260-strikeout level
will give tips on how to fish with
DALLAS - The Dallas CowOlympic gold medal winner dent's Commission on Olympic next scheduled meeting, with for the •ghth consecutive seaspinner baits.
boys of the National Football
Members of the Murray Bass League obtained running back says the Olympic Games no Sports, which opened a year- members of the U.S. Olympic son
Club are urged to attend what Bob Anderson from the Denver longer are limited to amateur long study in amateur athletics Committee as witnesses, will be
promises to be an interesting Broncos in exchange for an un- athletes but have become a withaiwpday session in Wash- held in New York City in, NoLet H & R Block teach you
competition among profes- ington.
vember.
and exciting meeting.
disclosed draft choice.
sionals as well, putting U.S.
to prepare income tax returns.
The commission;.which must
The meetings are the first of
participants at a disadvantage.
make its report in a year, was
Bobby Warren of Hardin, a
Ellie Daniel, two-time Olymappointed, by' President Ford graduate
H 8 R Block knows income taxes, and
of
Pitcher Of Month
Vanderbilt
how to teach
pian and swimming gold medyou to prepare income tax returns
last June 19 to study the prob- University and a member of the
alist, said in a statement preSAN FRANCISCO AP - letpIof jurisdictional disputes San Antonio Spurs, has beenWe teach income tax preparation to people
who have
pared for release today: "The Burt Hooton's
ich critics claim have ham- traded.
a flair for dealing accurately with
6-0 record for t
figures. and who
Olympics have as a fact ceased Los. Angeles
enjoy working with the public, and who
Warren, who holds a cage
would like to
Dodgers in aØist strung past U.S. efforts in inearn extra income in their spare time
to consist of a competition earned
ternational competition.
Over 300.000
camp each summer at Benton
him the
ational
students have graduated from our 1n6ome
among amateurs.,.and have League
Tax Course
The panel also will in- and plays most of the summer
Pitcherpr the Mor,th
instead become a competition award today
We teach classes in more than 2.000
vestigate w'hy a number of at Murray State, was shipped to
September 18-19-21
communities
throughout the country There is almost
among some amateurs, some
amateur athletes retire pre- the New York Nets.
certain to be a
8 p.m. on the 18th & 19th
class location and time satisfactory to
semi-or quasi-professionaLs,and
The2lew York Mets' Tom maturely or turn professional
you Job interThe Nets unloaded center
views available for best students
Send for free inforan increasing number of profes2 p.m. on the 21st
er, 5-0 for the month, and on grounds of disenchantment Billy Paultz
mation and class schedules today
and in return
HUFfRY!
sionals in the full sense of the
ncinnati Reds reliever Rawly with the conduct of amateur picked up Warren,
See tractors from 6 states plus Canada,competing in...
Rich Jones,
term."
Eastwick tied for second in
Classes Start: September 15
Chuck Terry and Kim Hughes.
vot- sports.
ing
Because
for
of
the
the
trent(
'Miss
award. Hooton re7,000 8, 9,000 Hot Rod
Daniel saidi " a • ican athlet- ceived 43 votes, Seaver
and
12,000 Super Stock
es will incre
gly find them- Eastwick six apiece.
Contact the 134111k131MILCBOIK.cdfce nearest
you:
selves
I :d • ed by their foreign
12,000 Open
Cincinnati
first
cou
basen Ian
parts, and will increas753-9204
Tony Perez was named
12,000 No glower
903 Arcadia
Player
•. y question the worth of of
the Month after hittine
training and sacrificing for in398
Murray, Ky.
Mini.Rod Classes
with three homers and 26
ternational competition," knowRBI.
Please send me free information about your
ing that foreign athletes will
tax prepaFree Admittance to the fair with purchase of advanced
Hooton, who was traded by
ration course. I understand there is
compete with the advantage of the Chicago Cubs to
no obligation.
tickets from Purchase Equipment Co.
the
DodgName
subsidized training.
Children Under 12 Admitted Free to Tractor Pull
ers in May had an August
Address
Miss paniel, winner of a gold earned run average of
106. He
ON_
Kriedal._in_the _butterfly-Us. The- pitched -three complete
1968 Games in Mexico City and two of them shutouts. 73711ii;
Imo
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY
MINN

Standings

C

isimeout With Brandon
Cross Country Team Will Be Best Ever

Try Again

Patriots Lose Plunkett
With Shoulder Injury

High School Grid Coach
Reprimanded By Board

Baseball Schedule

Win Meals At Rudy's

Phillips Will
Speak To Bass
Club Wednesday

Thorobred
Flying
Service,Inc.

Former Olympic Winner Says
Foreign Athletes Are 'Pros'

hat can you do
when you want
-extra money?

Bobby Warren Is
Traded To Nets

Tractor Pull

Tennessee State Fair-Nashville

Cotrection
The Mr. Portrait photographer
will be at Uncle Jeffs
Wednesday & Thursday
September 10 & 11
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So
ars

or for a numto the regular
er cited guarunkett of New
oodall of the
Archie Manans, Bob Bararid Bill Mun-
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iings

•=42.0.0.:}=i{
0

iated Press
League

N L Pct.
58 592
64 549
71 .503
70 .493
82 .431
88 .380

GB
—
6
1214
23
30

56 .606 —
62 .563 6
75 .479 18
74 .479 18
72 .478 18
79 448 221 2
Results
ston 1
troll 0
lwaukee 2
as City 2
edu led
Games
let- 7-5 and
t Minnesota
Butler 3-4 or

-13) at Cleve
(n)
3-10) at New
6), (n)
ander 6-8) at
rg 12-13), (n)
3roa 12-12) at
18), (n)
met,/ 16-12) at
11), (n)
Games
1, 2, (8-n)
iveland, 2, (t

ivita-Yeeie
cago, (n)
3ta, (n)
Dakland, (n)
eague

L Pct.
60
67 528
68 524
70 510
77 465
79 444

GB
—
6, 2
7
9
15,
181
/
2

47 671 —
68 .528 20/
1
2
73 490 26
10 .444 32/
1
2
11 .438 33/
1
2
39 .386 41
'esults
w York 5.1
a 6
/ Louis 3
icago 1
Diego 2
an Francisco

irames
r 9-4 or Ras
-Philadelphia
Ni)
?t* 13-14) at.
)), (n) "
im 12-13) at
10-11), (n)
1-2) at Men, (n
, 9-5) at San
, (n)
tarr 11-12) at
13-9), (n)
Games
aeo
isburgh, (n)
Aontreal, (n)
)rego, (n)
.os Angeles,
Francisco

ntact

dler or
Parker

I-2721

Different Shade Of Red
For Bryant And 'Tide
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
AP Sports Writer
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.(AP) —
Perhaps Bear Bryant didn't believe it the first time, so Missouri showed him again.
In their only previous meeting, Missouri bushwhacked
'Bama 35-10 in the Gator Bowl
following the 1968 campaign. Al
Onofrio, who coached the Tigers' defensive line the first
time, was the head coach Monday night when Missouri impressed a national television
audience and depressed a proAlabama crowd of 63,000 by
doing it again 20-7 in the season
opener for both clubs.
The outcome thrust Missouri
squarely into the Big Eight
Conference picture and, since
defending national Oklahoma is
ranked No. 1 again at this
stage of the seasra it also
pushed the Tigers info the national spotlight.
And the end to its 22-game
regular-season winning streak
may have signaled an early demise to Southeastern Conference power Alabama's pre.:
season dream of its first national crown in a decade, a squad
which Tennessee's Bill Battle
has labeled -the best collection
of talent ever assembled m the
South."
Even though Missouri was a
three-touchdown underdog, it
waa_Ao,
which Bryant called "a good ol'•
sound country beating." Alabama's famed Wishbone, which
averaged 299 rushing yards a
game last year, managed only
31 measly yards in 34 attempts,
although a good chunk was lost
via late quarterback sacks
when the Crimson Tide was
trying futilely to play catch-up.
In that 1968 Gator Bowl disaster, MisstRui stifled Alabama
with minus. 45 tards on the
ground and there were some

a Carrier
all-electric
Heat Pump
Up to twice as much heatng per dollar as ordinary
olectric heat.
• Summer comfort, too
• For new homes and old
• For businesses too
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)00
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other similarities Monday
night—like occasional seven
and eight-man defensive fronts
and a succession of weak-side
blitzes.
The statistics showed Missouri outrushed Alabama 206
yards to 31 and outgained the
Tide over-all 257-118. But it
wasn't even that close as the
Tigers scored a touchdown and
field goal in each of the first
two periods for a 20-0 halftime
bulge and settled down to a
more conservative brand of offensive football thereafter while
the traditionally rugged defense
made Alabama's faces redder
than their crimson uniforms.
"I think we were pretty fortunate not to be beaten wqrse,"
said Bryant, whose scOffed-at
prediction that Missouri "might
manhandle us again" came all
too true. -They beat us worse
than the score indicates. They
ate us on the line of scrimmage, which is where it all
starts. Particularly their defense against our offense. And I
don't recall anybody keeping
the ball that much against us in
10 years. They must have set
some kind of record for offensive plays.
"I had no idea they would
shut us off the way they did.
We've got to establish a running game to move the ball,
but we couldn't."
Thestunning tr-iiimpliwas another in Missouri's amazing
string of upsets over the past
four years, starting with the 3026 shocker over Notre Dame in
1972. The following week Colo-

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK( AP) — To Dick
Sadler, molder of boxing champions, Muhammad Ali is a cat
with nine lives.
"The man continues to astound me," the enterprising
little trainer-manager from
Hayward, Calif., said. "Throw
him up in the air and he always lands on his feet.
"That is the reason I would
be reluctant to make any prediction involving him. He always defies the odds.Sadler is another with a faculty for landing on his feet.
Having once worked in the corner of Joe Frazier, having
guided George Foreman to the
championship,
heavyweight
having been involved over the
years with eight ring title-holders, he now is working as an
advisor in the camp of Muhammad Ali for the bout with Frazier in Manila Sept. 30.
"I dropped into Ali's camp at
Deer Park, Pa., to talk to him
about my boxers' pension plan
and All asked me to join his
team," Sadler said. "While I
am trying to phase myself out
of boxing, I agreed."
Sadler is disinclined to talk
about his split with Foreman,
whom he managed in the second round knockout of Frazier
in Jamaica Jan. 22, 1973, and
trained for the multi-million
dollar bout with Ali in Zaire
last October.
"It wasn't a breakup," he insisted. "I fulfilled all my obligations to George. As long as
he listened to me, he was unbeaten. I justified his confidence, made him a rich man.
I am free to sell my services
elsewhere."
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Alabama finally scored with
10:24--remaiaing OW Richard.Todd's 14-yard pass to Ozzie
Newsome, which Missouri safetyman Bruce Carter deflected
into Newsome's hands in the
end zone.

is tentative in presting the outcome of the Manila fight or in foretelling the
future of the bull-strong Foreman.
"They are three fighters who
excel in different areas," he
said. "Frazier Is the buzz-saw,
full of energy and raw skills.
All is the master—fast, smart,
a great puncher. Foreman is
overpowering, awkwardly clever.
-The thing about All is that
he seems to have a guardian
angel. No matter how often
they say he is through, he
bounces back. First the draft
and government business. Ken
Norton broke his jaw and he
came back to win. Frazier beat
him. Then he beat Frazier.
"I worked with Sonny Liston.
I saw no way on God's green
earth All could beat this man.
But he did—twice."
Sadler was far from being on
the dole when he accepted All
offer. He happens to be one of
Hayward's most affluent citizens—owner of a trucking firm,
a hotel and an ambulance service.
"My main aim now is to get
a tax-exempt foundation set up
to help retired fighters," he
said."A man reaches a plateau
in the ring and has dignity and
pride. Then he retires and loses

SPORTS

Pesuit One Of Keys For
'Cats Offensive Game
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Wally Pesuit's name isn't exactly a household word, but if
you ran into him one Saturday
afternoon it's a good bet you'd
remember it for the rest of
your life.
If someone got the license
number for you, that is.
Pesuit, about the biggest buy
on Kentucky's football team at
252 pounds, is one of those
nameless offensive tackles who
open holes for the guys who get
all the headlines.
"Yeah, it's like being an unsung hero, but it's something
that you have to accept," the
senior from Steubenville, Ohio,
said.
The runners in Kentucky's
backfield, however, know exactly who Wally Pesuit is and
they put a premium on his
services when they've got the
football.

guy he is by the fact that his
fellow players elected him offensive captain this year," the
coach added.
Pesuit outweighs Bryant by
13 pounds, but is two inches
shorter.
Pesuit, who also is a standout
at wrestling, played both offense and defense in high
school, but agreed to specialize
in offense at Kentucky "because I like to play."
Curci noted that outstanding
'Play in the offensive line often
is overlooked by fans, who
merely see a back sprung free
for a long gain and don't see
the reason why.
"It's things like second effort
blocks thrown by people like
Pesuit," Curci said.

Series Crowd Turns Out And
A's Turn Out Like Champions
FRED ROTHENBERG
Oakland's Claudell Washington two-run homer, and Mike TQl AP Sports Writer
rez, who pitched a six-hitter
says their season is over.
It looked like a World Series
Indians 4, Red Sox 1
Do the Royals, now six
game. There was a big crowd games back, have a chance?
Don Hood, who hurled a sevat the Oakland Coliseum, the
"No chance, no chance at en-hitter, profited from three
game meant something and, of all," Washington said. "If they Boston errors leading to three
course, the A's won.
won this game they would have unearned runs in the fourth in"We proved again that this had a chance. They had to ning and outdueled Rick Wise.
team plays a little better when sweep the series but they blew John Lowenstein's homer acthe games mean a lot and when it."
counted for the other Cleveland
a lot of people turn out to
run.
Orioles 6, Brewers 2
watch us," said Sal Bando, the
Yankees 3, Tigers 0
The little losses in May are
Oakland captain who contrib- looking bigger and bigger in
Rudy May tossed a seven-hituted a home run and two sin- September for Baltimore.
ter to pick up his career-high
gles to an explosive A's attack
-We lost 11 of 12 games in 13th victory. It was May's first
that steamrollered the Kansas 'May when we weren't hitting," shutout of the season and the
City Royals 8-2 Monday night.
said Baltimore Manager Earl second in the row for the YanElsewhere in the American Weaver, "and we've never re- kees. Catfish Hunter checked
League, the New York Yankees covered from that, even though Baltimore 2-0 Sunday.
blanked the Detroit Tigers 3-0; we've been playing .660 since
Graig Nettles blasted a solo
the Cleveland Indians dropped the All-Star Game."
home run in support of May,
the Boston Red Sox 4-1, and the
The Orioles latest success who struck out four, walked—
Baltimore Orioles tripped the was keyed by Tommy Davis, one and didn't allow a runner
Milwaukee Brewers 6-2.
who had three hits—including a past second base.
The script seems to be the
same every year. The A's play
as well as they have to in winning the American League
West, then they play better
than everybody else in sweeping to the world championship.
LIFE CAN BE LESS
Last year, Texas made a 4epDIFFICULT
tember run at the A's but fell
five games short. This year it's
the Royals, who might as well
pack up their bats and balls.
Our pharmacy is a health station ready to

( \!

Several college coaches felt
the same way about Pesuit that
Curci does, but he fell in love
with the university here "when
I visited the campus and went
Signs Contract
to a Kentucky-Tennessee bas"He's just a super guy," ketball
game."
GoalPITTSBURGH 1 API
Coach Fran Curci said of PeAnd a note for the girls: he's tender Gordon Laxton, the
suit. "Just a first class kind of 21 and single bin a brunette
Pittsburgh Penguins No. 1 draft
fellow who is the best.
junior veterinary major named pick, has been signed to a
-He may not be as big or as
Lee Owen from Nashville, VarPe-year contract with f the,
fast as.(Ifiliareen,l,Bsyant,'.',thik
the- thirdelriCk.
National Hockey League team.
opposite tackle, "but you can
Laxton, 20, played for the
get his heart is just as big as
Westminster Bruins of the
anybody around," Curci continKings Sign Player
Western Canadian Hockey
ued.
"You can tell what kind of _KANSAS CITY (AP) — League, where he was in over
100 games, leading the team to
Rookie Jim Bostic of New Mexthe championship and a second
ico State has been signed by
place finish in the Memorial
the Kansas City Kings of the
Cup playoffs.
National Basketball AssociWren Blair, president of the
ation.
National Hockey League club,
Bostic was the Kings' said Laxton had been signed to
eighthround draft selection. He three years with an option for
everything. His family suffers. is 6 feet 8 and 225 pounds, warthe Penguins to extend to five
It is sad. I want to see that aging 14 points a game with
years. No terms were disthese men stay on their feet." New Mexico State.
closed.

satisfy your regular and emergency needs.
We supply the health-aids that add safety
and satisfaction to your daily living. Everything you get from us betters either your
health or comfort. And, when sickness strikes.
from our prescription department you get the
medicines to make you well again. Life can be
Less difficult, when you depend on a pharmacy.
Effective
P foz
My
al
•4
44u needs'
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists"
753-1340
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Darold Keller, R.P.
Steve Compton, I.P.
Murray, Ky.42071

It
you recall"
SocialSecurity
checks...
.3

Bowling
Standings
Thursday Couples
Team
Bowlers
Gene's Body Shop
Hits & Misses
Alley Cats
D-H
Corvette !Aries
Bunlues
Superstars
Lucky Four
Dyn-O-Mites
The Demons
Chargers
Gutter Busters
High Team Game SC1
Bowlers
Bowlers

W L
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
3
3
4
4
4

Federal legislation beginning in September permits you to
authorize the deposit by the Treasury Department of your Social
Security check into your checking account or savings account with
us.

6110
676
663

You'll earn interest from the moment we receive your Social
Security check if it is deposited to your savings account. No more
idle funds, while your check rests in your mailbox or on your desk.
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Bowlers
D-H
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rado fell. In 1973 Nebraska was
the victim. Last season it was
Baylor, Arizona State and Nebraska again.
"The latest one always seems
the best," Onofrio said, "but I
have to rank this one right up
there with cthe victory over
Notre Dame. I've never had a
Missouri team fight any harder
than this one. Beating Alabama
down here in Birmingham was
a big thing."
Tony Galbreath led the way
by rushing for 120 yards, 89 in
the first half, and scored Missouri's first touchdown on a
three-yard burst with just seven minutes gone in the game.
John Blakeman got the other
touchdown on a nine-yard run
in the second quarter while
Tim Gibbons booted field goals
of 44 and 46 yards — the two
longest of his career — and a
whippet-quick, pursuit-minded
defense led by tackles Keith
Morrissey and Randy Frisch
and second-stringer Tom Cooper rammed and jammed the
ball down Alabama's craw all
evening.
Missouri played a mistakefree first half and b1ank:x.1 Alabama until the final quarter despite coughing up two fumbles
and an interception after the intermission.
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Sadler Says Ali Is Cat With
Nine Lives And Unpredictable

September
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D-H
1916
Bowlers
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1109
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2112
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D-H
2183
High Ind. Game(SC)
John Hill
211
Gene Burkeen
206
Dan Jones
200
Lyman Dixon
203
Betty Dixon
171
Pat Scott
163
Betty Dixon
164
High Ind_ Game NC)
John tbll
236
Gene Burkeen
236
James Holland
n11
Carol Hill
213
Betty Dixon
269
Vickey Stanfill
202
High Ind Series(SC)
Don Stanfill
578
Den Jones
52A
Lyman Dixon
523
Betty Dixon
512
Pat Scott
454
Vickey Stanfill
437
High Ind. Series NCI
Don Stanfill
862
Gene Bray
-----.Tarriei- Holland
612
Betty taxon
Viekey Stanfill
1114
Pat Scott
545

Now you can rest a little easier.

Now you can earn a little more.

Now you can avoid a wait in line.
Just because your Social Security check arrived doesn't mean you
have to go to the bank. We deposit it for you. Automatically.

Now you can arrange for direct deposit of
your Social Security check. Drop by the bank
and fill out the authorization form.

Bank of Murray
Member FDIC
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Hearing Held On Power Rates Monday In Lexington
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) "Services don't put anything in
your stomach," a 76-year-old
Shepherdsville woman told a
special commission studying
electris,rates and regulations.
'Annetta Cubertson, testifying
here Monday at a public hearing on electrical rates, said the
elderly and persons on fixed incomes are hard pressed to pay
their bills.
Howard Rupard, an officer
with the Lexington-Fayette

County Metro Police Department, told the commission he
has no choice about where he
buys electricity.
"You can't do comparison
shopping on utilities," he said.
You can go to different groceries and compare the price of
eggs... but you can't do that
with electricity."
Rupard said he has no complaints about his electrical
service from Kentucky Utilities
but complained about the fuel

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
2 Mountain
on Crete
Eugq
3 Deities
1 large
GIMO
UR;in
UMU
4
Likenesses
4 Mohammedan
FlAtJ OPROU
5 Greatness
priests
BSE WOMIM
6 Fruit drinks
9 Migh
7 Insane
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for
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12 Fuss
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samarium
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9 Time gone by
respect
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wreath
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48 Cupola
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17 A month
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1
30 Upright brace
32 Was borne
34 Employ
35 Actual being
36 Frugal
39 Stalemate
40 Long step
41 Large truck
43 Near (abbr.)
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50 Ox of Celebes
51 Eggs
54 Affirmative
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57 Still
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adjustment charge.
"The amount of the increase
Is so quick-that's what kills
me," he said, adding that his
pay has increased by only 8 per
cent in the last year-while his
fuel adjustment charge has
jumped by several hundred per
cent.
"How can I budget when I
don't know what it's going up
to?" he asked.
E.K. Bristow, president of the
Shepherdsvthe - based Concerned Consumers of Electrical
Energy, recommended that the
utilities' rate and billing
structure be "turned around" to
encourage conservation of
electricity.
"The way it is set up now, it
encourages more use," he said,
pointing out that those who use
less pay more per kilowatt hour,
while large users of electricity
pay less per unit.
Bristow, who said he represents some 17,000 members of
the Salt River Rural Electric
Cooperative and other RECC
members throughout the state,
made several other recommendations to the commission.

Requiring appliances to be
-Placing a six month ceumg
on the low of the fuel adjust- clearly labeled as to the
ment charge added to electric amount of electricity they use.
bills, and phasing out that That would tell a consumer
how much it will coat to opercharge within one year.
Bristow said consumers are ate and whether he can afford
unhappy with the fuel adjust- it," Bristow said.
-Discounting utility rates on
ment charge because it is unregulated-the utility may add a given number of kilowat
on whatever it says it needs to hours for persons over 65 so
cover increased casts. Bristow they can afford basic electrical
instead advocated that utilities needs.
Bristow said his group has
be required to come before the
Public Service Commission and taken a spot check of electrical
prove they need a rate increase users in his area and he said
many-particularly those on
to meet increased costa.
-Creating an independent fixed incomes-were paying
consumer protection agency to utility bills out of funds they
represent the consumers' inter- had saved, or were unable to
ests. Such a board would be 51 pay the electric bills at all.
W.A. Duncan, president of
per cent consumers, he said.
(At their regular ht-weekly Kentucky Utilities Co., told the
meeting in Frankfort earlier commission that KU's ratesMonday, the special commis- despite recent increase-still
sion heard testimony from compare very favorably with
Gary Alexander, the people's other consumer rates.
He also said the cost of concounsel to the Maryland Public
Service Commission, who rep- structing new generating plants
resents consumers before feder- means the company must conal regulatory agencies-inde- tinue to raise large sums of
pendent of the commission. money and maintain its earnBristow said the agency he has ings "at a level that will permit
in mind would perform a sim- us to attract that capital on
reasonable cost and terms."
ilar function.)

' Small Ads...
Big Results!

i4e5 BEEN HIM* BALLS
AGAINST THAT 6ARA6E
FOR WF_EK5-.

AS OF 9 September, 1975, 1
am no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own. George W.
Stewart.

Clock Shop
Ihry-Sall-lorar

(Row ef

NANCY, PLEASE
GET ME A
HANDKERCHIEF.
FROM THE
DRAWER

4. In Memory
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and
753-1918.
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-19/9.
Classified
INsplay,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917.

brought us this far," he said.
'The responsibility for this _
decision and what it means for
many Kentuckians and many
other interested Americans
does not rest lightly with me,"
he said. "I know that the effort
through which evidence on all
sides of this question has been - WATKINS PARTY 'TL
gathered has been strenuous
is new. Great hostess
and detailed."
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Carroll previously delayed a
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
decision until he received an
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.
archeological report on the Red
River Gorge, which he got last CARING IS SHARING. We
THE
OH? WHO'S)
care. NEEDLINE, 753week.
FOR
PR4CTION6
HE'S
GARAGE!
60IN6 TO BE
6333.
That report said 78 preA MIXED-DOUBLES
HI5 PARTNER?
historic sites found there, 34 of
lbaNAMENT
them in the previous three
weeks, indicate the gorge could
be one of the most important
archeological areas in the eastEgt
ern United States.
4
Archeologist C. Wesley CowTotten Sportsviear
an reported that only a small
portion of the gorge had been
examined and "We feet certain
that the area must contain
many, many more as of yet =YOU TELL
recorded archeological sites."
-/
ME
The Kentucky Heritage Commission's Executive Committee
opposite bus station.
and Protection Committee recet.,t
ommended then that the entire
108 North
gorge be nominated for the Na6th Street
tional Register of Historic'
Places. That would protect the
753-0140.
NIVSNIPIr
gorge from some human de-struction but would not neces-019910*-9•.(-E-1*
r *as • *fir
-•r
re...*
,
era.1/4
sarily block the dam.
.***,•••••*woos
•
Robert Gable, Carroll's ReLATEX HOUSE paint sale.
opponent in the goverpublican
Two gallons for $14.95.
IT
I PM,
nor's race this fall, has come
Hughes Paint Store. 401
P51Cb-101.06/CALLY
Maple St.
out against the dam.
COMPLEX, 17WEI.I.INE,
ON PARALLEL
It was supported by former
Ti4EME5 ABOUT
Gov. Wendell Ford, a DemoDiSJUNCTURE
crat, who unseated Republican
If You
AND
Marlow Cook, an opponent of
Need Them:
the dam, in last year's Senate
race.
753-1441
Fire
The dam has been a matter
753-1621
Police
Kentucky
of controversy ,for
753-6952
Rescue
governors for years, beginning
753-9332
Ambulance
with Edward T. Breathitt, whc
Hospital Emergency..
served from 1963 to 1967. HU
753-5131
successor,former Gov. Louie B
_Munn, succeeded in having tht
ComprehensiveCare...
site moved downstream tc
753-6622
lessen flooding in the gorge.
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2238
Carroll said he believed he
should personally prepare his
statement on the dam, proposed for Powell County. He
said he already has spent
"countless hours of study and
consideration" on the matter.
"During the next two days, I
will devote to tbe.. aoaouricement of my decision sufficient
time to properly reflect the
thoroughness of the research
and fact-finding that has
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BROUGHT THE NEXT
EtE9T„. DYNAMITE

HOW COULD' 1... WITH YOU
f3ESIDES,
DOWN THERE
I CAN'T PROP PYNAMITE
ON ANYONE -GOOD OR
BAD..

Murray Coins
And Antiques

NOW

iT DOESN'T
ANY
MORE

9

I'VE

1

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times

AN

)cti

pIPN'T PROP IT
WHILE YOU HAP THE
CHANCE ?
TI-IERE WAS, bur IT
LOOKED SO GOOD
I ATE IT MYSELF
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WILLIAMSBURG-Dr. foe E.
Tarry, director of the Cumberland College Church
Musk program, has composed a Christmas anthem for
children,"The Rocking Carol,"
which is scheduled for release
during the Christmas season.
The anthem, depicting the
sleeping infant Jesus, is being
published by Crescendo
Publications, Inc., Dallas.
Dr. Tarry holds degrees in
musk, musk eduction, and
church musk from Murray
State University, Southern
Baptist TheoloOcal Seminary,
and George Peabody College.
from
He received his Ph. D.
.
jinn& State University

MEBBE EVEN A
GAL. W/LL GO
OUT WITH
ME ••
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Musk)
753-7575

2 Notice

Kings Den

BY I-HE'in/AY,
I FIXED THA7F----4
DRAWER SO

10. Business Opportunity

2. NotiLe

1 Legal Notice

Carroll To Announce Position
On Red River Gorge On Thursday
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Julian Carroll says he will
announce his position on the
proposed Red River Dam
Thursday, two to three days
later than previously planned.
Carroll said in a statement
Monday that his announcement
was delayed.by_his ihyolyemeet
idhelping Louisville and Jefferson County officials deal with
disturbances arising from the
school busing issue there.

ASSIFIED ADS!

BLACKFORD HOUSE,
1804 Coldwater Road,
Murray, Kentucky 42071,
753-8660. SPECIALS Unfinished Furniture. 46"
Pedestal tables, $85.00,
Ladder back chairs,
$10.95, Jumbo Rockers,
15.95, Sewing Rockers,
$8.95, bar stools, $14.95;
12.95, 5.95. Straight chairs
with slat seats, $7.95.
Antiques-Round oak table
with 6 .chairs of William
and Mary period, $200.00.
Duncan Phyfe dining
table with leaf, $40.00.
Open Monday through
Saturday 9-5, Sunday 1-6.

So* Whet

Mary Kay
Comsetics
tan do for you.
Phone Sonya Futrell, 7534505 for complinieritery
facial.

'a^

COUPLES, WORK
together building a
businessk Start part time
and grow. Ten to fifteen
hours a week. $1,000-00 to
month
a
$1,500.00
year
Five
possible.
retirement plan. Phone
between 4 p. in. and 6 p.
m. for appointment only.
753-3763.

MRS.WILBUR T. Downey,
56, Louisville, daughter of
Mrs. Hildred Sharpe of
LOANS AVAILABLE for
Murray, a sales clerk for
any type of business or
Stewart's Dry Goods
real estate. Call Mrs.
in
Store
nt
Departme
Roberts, 404-455-1668.
downtown Louisville until
retiring last year, died
August 28, 1975, at the
12 Insurance
Evangelical
Methodist
Hospital. Mrs. Downey
lived at 4512 Southern
Parkway, Louisville. She
HEALTH,LIFE, burial, up
was the former Mary L.
to $2000.00. Health no
McBride, a natiVe of
problem. Call 753-1976.
Ridgeway, ill., a member
Central
the
of
MOBILE HOME and home
Presbyterian Church, and
owners insurance at low
the Southern Star Chapter
rates. Joe Sledd Inthe
of
Order
of the
surance agency, 753-1408.
Eastern Star. Suvivors
husband
her
besides
include a twin brother,
McBride, one
John
daughter, Mrs. Susan
Stabile and one grandson,
of
Stabile
Robert
Louisville, one son, David
Downey, a student at
Murray State University,
and her mother, Mrs.
of
Sharpe
Hildred
Murray. The funeral was
held at the Arch L. Heady
50abern .Funeral Home-,
at 3601 Taylor Boulevard
with buriat at Resthaven
Park,
Memorial
Louisville.

If you're a
good driver,
Icon
probably
save you
money on car
insuraoce

5. Lost And Found
LOST
BILLFOLD,
Saturday. Had 4 dollars in
it. Belongs to Johnny
Ellis. Please call 753-6130.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232,8662

The sooner you call,
the sooner you save.
ROMIIII

6. Help Wanted
HOSTESS FOR Watkins
Party Plans. Call /TX
5550.
CITY
OF
Murray
Sanitation Department.
Only experienced truck
drivers need apply.
of
Office
Contact
Sanitation Department.

Ross

2 10i. Main
Phone 753-0489
14.

Want To Buy

WANTED USED parts for
Honda SL70. Call 436-5377
after 5.
BABY GRAND or Grand
piano. Call 753-6291.

Penna.or
NI Theo
Nolo Wooted

Alternation and sales
lady. Must be able to do
both. Saud ream, to P. 0.
11•1 32-0 Illorroy, k.

LOCAL CONCERN expanding operations.
Looking for four good
people. One position,
general manager, three
assistant managers, and
manager trainees. Call
753-8707 between 10 a. in.
and 5 p. m. No calls accepted after 5 p. m.
NEED SCHOOL FUNDS?
Housewives like yourself
are earning extra income
in their own neighborhoods. $300.00 to
$500.00 a month part time.
Phone 753-3763 for appointment only.

Can You
Qualify
I need someone to
assist in my business,
two hours a day five
days a week. For personal interview call 7538970 betyreen 2 p.m. & 4
p.m. daily.

VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
and
up.
diameter
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.

1910
tab
ciec
eel
253

box
fra

15. Articles For Sale
AND
MATTRESS
SPRINGS, cheap. Call
753-6291.

FU
box

FIREPLACE SCREEN 38
x 31 and andirons. Used
only two years. $35.00
Pool table, 7' with 4 cues
and rack. $50.00. Phone
753-3006.

$75
4
1.-R I.
Will
doo
ope
('ol
sea
Red

TWO WHEELS, cart and
harness, can work with 51
inch pony or 15 hand high
horse. Call 489-2166.
"CHAR-BROIL" LP gas
grill with cart and tank.
Never been used. $115.
Norge washer and dryer.
Matched set. Coppertone
Excellent condition. $200.
Call 753-1566.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.
".

PERMANENT POSITION
for mature person who
can operate machinery
and occasionally drive
small trucks on local
deliveries. Send name,
age and phone to Box 32N.

8 Storage Buildings
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buiidings. Maintenance
free. House type constructed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Marty in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile
south of Cherry Corner off
Highway 121 South.

54- SELECTIONS
of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match
paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. /
2"CD
1
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint
$3.95
gallon
Fiberglass panels at TO
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Luan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 583-2420.

Cal

Ro
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t time
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t only.

15. Articles For Sale

17. Vacuum Cleaners

COLLECTION
OF
Womans Day and Family
Circle magazines. Call
436-2285.

28 Heating 8 Cooling

200 CASE BAILER, New
Holland rake and crimper. In good condition.
Call 489-2478.

FOR SALE Fedders 220
air UPSTAIRS 3 room furconditioner, just like new. nished
apartment. Call
$100.00. Call 753-8200.
753-8202.

REMINGTON 1100 LW. 20
gauge, improved cylinder. 26" ventilated rib.
$100.00. Phone 4364507.
NEW CREAGOR SS mags,
13" and new Gillette tires,
raised white letters. Call
Bill days,762-6651, nights,
753-0802.

d home
at low
Id In53-1408.

REMINGTON
PORTABLE typewriter. Call
753-5389.
COMPLETE 200 AMP
discount service pole. Call
436-2575.

er,

TEABERRY 23 Brand CB
mobile with antenna.
$200.00. Call 753-6487.

1 car

End of Season

SALE
3/
1
2 H. P. Root

Garden
Tiller
:$75 169"

vit

a
few left
First Corne'Rrst Service

5 H. P. Root

Garden
Tiller
iweri,hz sii995 ,

Its call,
J HIV*.

oin

-0489

111111

TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.

20 Sports Equipment

FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
BOYS 22" or 24" bicycle. cabine
t tops. Solid colors
Call 753-6625.
,and patterns 40 cents a
square foot. Murray
20' DAY CRUISER, can
be Lumber Company, 753seen
at
12th
3161.
and
Sycamore. $6,500.00. Call
753-9904.
26. TV Radio

16
FT.
OUTBOARD
Catamaran. Fiberglassed
over marine plywood. In
excellent condition. 6100.
Call 753-0609.
23' CRUISER, with 150
h.p. Mercruiser drive.
Good condition. Call 7532797.
PONTOON AND motor.
Call 247-5882.

TV Towers
ond

Antennas

111-1-1EYIRE ALL A5)(1146 MR'. FORT?
41JE51.101s1 "

29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM fully
carpeted, fully furnished.
Washer, air conditioner,
big porch, good condition.
23,000. Call 753-4627 or 489-

THREE
BEDROOM
trailer, Midway Trailer
Park. Call 492-8327.

St

Wholesale Prices
TV Service
Center

NICE TWO bedroom
mobile home, single
occupancy, mowing,
garbage pickup, water.
$65.00. Call 753-8216.

Central Shopping
Center
Phone 753-5865

29 Mobile Home Rentals

32. Apartments For Rent

43. Real Estate

46. Homes For Sale

NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.

HOME HUNTING? You 1975
CHEVY Sport Van
will find a large selection
used 4 months, low
in all price ranges at
mileage, loaded with
Wilson Realty, Auction
extras.
Take
over
and Insurance. Across
balance. Call 753-0069.
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and 1972 VEGA
GT with hatHolidays. Wayne Wilson,
chback, 4 speed. Price
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753$1,250. Call 436-2147.
1607, Ronnie Pea, 3452343, Loretta Jobs 7531963 CORVAIR Monza. Call
6079. Member M. L. S.
436-5624.

HOUSECLEANING. $2.50
per hour. Phone 436-2173.

1967 AND 1970 Pickup
Truck. Also 1968 Oldsmobile. Call 436-5366.

LIGHT
HAULING.
Livestock hauling and
small appliances. Call
436-5844 or 436-5472.

EXCEPTIONALLY sharp
double wide mobile home
on
foundation,
at
Panorama Shores on
large
lot.
Three
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths,
formal dining room,
central heat and air,
sundeck, all for only
$13,800. A nice value in
todays market. MOFFITT REALTY CO., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exfURNISME14-.- ARART..- clusive real estate
Call 753-1651 or
MENTS. One or two
come
by
our office. We
bedrooms. Zimmerman
like to talk REAL
Apartments South 16th
ESTATE.
Street. 753-6609

44 Lots For Sale

or Rent
ice large furnished
partment for 3, 4 or 5

Phone
753-5865
or 753-5108

TWO ADJOINING lots for
sale, in Pine Bluff Shores
Call 753-9904.
$10 DOWN AND $20 per
month will buy a large
Kentucky Lake access lot.
All utilities including
central
water.
All
weather
streets.
Telephone 436-5320 or 4362473.

49. Used Cars 8 Trucks

NOME POI NORM 35s am
list ideal ter tbat bone yeses*
almereys waded. It's fenced, has
a Me s 30' pele, bare soil deny
of weer. Tin, it his a 3
Wilms frame beam, tee. tt's
only trtOrm, and oaly fee
mid te Nen. Don't soy
shod/ base beegkt that ploce."
Say, "I bough it." Cal Noel

Worse Mew Weenies
Rod Este*
Acmes from Poe Office, idiom
753-3213.

-

47 Motorcycles

1973 YAMAHA 500 street
bike with windshield, and
electric start. $800.00
Home 489-2733.
HONDA MT125 Elsinore.
$450 or best offer. Excellent condition. Call 4362263.

r Grand
)1.

wanted,
ut, ash
Highest
;s 14" in
up.
on, Ky.
tending
a J. H.

AND
tp. Call

STUDENT
DESIRES
babysitting with aged or
youngsters.• Experience
as nurses aid. Will do
cooking
and
other
household
chores.
Reliable. Call 767-2709.

ENJOY COUNTRY living,
FIVE MONTH female dog.
3 bedroom, bath and half, 32 Apartments For Rent
CONTACT
SHOLAR
Part Doberman. Black
1972 TRIUMPH,650-750 top
more extras. For inBrothers for all your
with
brown
marki
end.
ngs.
formation call 753-7791 or REGISTERED 18 month
Chopper, matching
27 Mobile Home Sales
bulldozing, backhoe work,
Call 753-2591.
helmets. Custom design.
7534190.
or trucking needs. Phone
,- • old Labrador Retriever. 46 Homes For Sale
Call 753-4875.
1970 Plymouth Duster.
Aurora, 1544138 or 354EXTRA NICE 1972 Mobile
4.
FOUR
KITTE
Prices will be higher
NS
TO
give
Best
offer
for dog. Duster- BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
(^^.
8181 after 7 p. m.
home, 12 x 64. Two THREE
1974
14'
POLA
RCRA
BEDR
FT
OOM,
1975
away.
Two
female and 2
next spring.
$700.00. Call 753-1532.
YAMAHA 125 MX.
brick home, 2 miles from
bedroom, two baths, with
with 1972 25 h.p. Evinrude
central heat and air.
male. Call 753-6813.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
Now is the time to by
Murray. East Y Subair and underpinning.
engine. M-15 Pfluger
Couple only. Mile out East
LICENSED ELECT1T1.
REGISTERED female St.
division. Call 753-4064 or
$5200. Can rent lot if
trolling motor, Ray
Highway. Call 753-2669.
TRICIAN - Prompt,
Bernar
d,
KIRBY
8
weeks
753-313
old,
CARP
9.
ET CAREdesired. Call 489-2440.
Jefferson portable depth
efficie
nt service. No job
1972
YAMA
HA
$60.00
each. Call Farstreet bike.
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
finder, anchor-mate, rodFOX MEADOWS AND
too small. Call Ernest
200 c.c. Electric starter,
mington, 345-2567.
busine
ss,
homes
,
SIX
and
ROOM Brick House,
racks,
bass
Coach Estates Mobile
seats, 12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor
White. 753-0605.
less than 3,000 miles, in
institution. Rugs come
1L2 baths, 6 miles from
Mobile Home, 3 bedroom,
cushions,
Holsclaw
Home Parks. South 16th 54. Houses
good
condition, 2475.00.
clean by steam cleaning.
For Rent
city limits. 40 x 40 garage,
2 full baths, central air
trailer; rigged for bass.
Street. Homes and spaces
TUTORING CHILDREN
Call 753-4917.
Free estimates. 24 hour
10 acres of land, deep
and
heat, carpeted
Call 753-6878 or 753-1688.
for families only. Call 753- SMALL TWO
with special learning
1514431
answering service, 500
BEDROOM
NV1 911
well, 256 ft. highway
throughout, refrigerator
2900.00.
3855.
needs. Grades 1-7. Fee
farm house. Call 436-5377,
Maple.
753-035
49.
Cars
Used
9.
Trucks
8
frontage. Will trade for
and
stove, electric
negotiable. Call 753-8761.
after 5.
house in town. Call 43616 Home Furnishings
fireplace, underpinned, 31 Want To Rent
22. Musical
1968 DODGE CHARGER CARPENTRY
WORK.
5560.
excellent condition,
Remodeling, room ad- EXPERIENCED ElecLOOKING FOR house in 38. Pets Supplies
power
brakes
and
1910 MARER Dressing OLDS TROMBONE
$6,995.
Call
753-981
6.
trician. 30 years depen,$75.00.
ditions, any type of home
the country with garden
steering, new motor and
table and bed, original
FIVE BEDROOM home in
dable
service,
Call 492-8162 after 4 p.m.
transm
impro
PARAD
space
ission
vemen
ISE
,
plus
ts.
availa
many
Free
ble. Can fix
KENNELS decals and finish in exBenton Kentucky, family
homewirmg, remodeling
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor
estimates. 436-5840.
extras. Call 753-6564.
Boarding and grooming,
up if necessary. Please
cellent condition. Call 753room, two fireplaces,
repairs, service changes,
Mobile Home,3 bedroom, call
pick up and delivery
REPOSSESSED PIANO.
collect 314-291-3522
2537.
corner lot, three blocks
grain bins & dairy barns.
2 full baths, central air
1967
OLDS
after
servic
442. Call 767- HAY
5 p.m.
e now available.
Take up payments. J & B
from school and downAll work guaranteed. Call
HAULING. Truck
and
heat, carpeted
2741
Call 753-4106.
Music, 753-7575.
town.
and crew furnished.
753-7488.
Will
throug
sell
hout,
refrige
comple
rator
tely
ALMOST NEW Jamison
32. Apartments For Rent
Reasonable rates. Call
furnished. Call 527-9203.
and
stove, electric
box springs," mattress and LUDWIG SNARE drum
1973 MAZDA RX3, coupe.
41. Public Sales
David
Benton, 753-7699 or PERSON DOES typing,
firepla
underp
ce,
inned,
ONE BEDROOM furnished
frame. Call 753-6223 or
Low mileage, 4 speed.
and case. Exoellent
1700
AUDUBON,
753-0123.
shorthand housecleaning,
3
excellent condition,
753-5246.
apartm
ent.
Wanke
Located by MOVING SALE at 301 S.
l Engine. Phone
condition. Call 753-7358.
oom 2 baths, family
babysitting, and any type
$6,995. Call 753-9816.
White Hall $105.00 per
753-9323.
6th, Monday through
of odd jobs. Call 489-2166.
CARP
month
ET
,
CLEA
Part
NING
Friday
of
,
.
utilities,
FULL SIZE mattress and PIANO TUNING, repair
Call 1968
12 x 60, 1972 Schultz mobile
ning
experienced,
couples prefered. Phone
very
OPAL KADETT
box springs. Three pair
and rebuilding, prompt
753-3960.
home, 2 bedroom, den,
reaso
nable rates, HAVING
753-380
BUY
5.
TO
or
wagon.
sell
New
Real
tires.
New
Burlington House drapes.
TROUBLE
service. Rebuilt pianos
living room, central heat
references, free
Estate, call or see us at
clutch, excellent congetting those small
BY OWNER, frame 410
$75.00. Call 492-8296 after
for sale. Ben Dyer ,753and air, awning, washer
estimates. Quick drying.
Fulton Young Realty, 408
dition. Good mileage.
plumbing Jobs done?
South 10th Street. Nice
4:30.
8911.
and dryer, excellent NICE UNFURNISHED, 2 S. 4th, phone 753-7313. We
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618
$525. Call 753-1566.
Then
call 753-6614.
lot,
bedro
$8,000
cash.
om
Call
duplex
753apartcondition. $7750. Call
have local and out of state
8145 after 5:30 p.m and
FREEZER, VERY large.
ment.
Prefe
r
marri
ed
evenings 753-0584.
buyers
and
handle
Negate, No
Sunday.
couple. Available imWill pass through 32"
property of all kinds, in
mediat
door, with freezer door
ely.
Call 753-3493.
Guit
Clas
ar
s
Kentucky
both
and
Saturday, Sept. 13, 1975- 9:30 a.m.
open or removed. Upright
OWNER
TRAN1975 MOBILE home 12 x 60
S1 50 an Nov
Tennessee. We need your
Cold Spot used one
Sailing at the farm of Mr. E. Porter Wheeler, tasty
SFERRED. Price
Baywood, wall to wall AVAILABLE
East off Hwy. XV at Cuba. Ky. on
753-7575
SEP- listings now. Home
Hwy.136.proceed 'A mile to sale, follow auction
season. Call 492-8702.
drastically reduced.
TEMBER 15, unfurnished
arrows.
carpet
.
See
at
Fox
Fulton
phones
J.
EtB.
.
Musi
E. Young,
c
Not Peat refrigerator, Mee ramp, breakfast tails IL 6 choirs, Doody
Reduced price.
Three bedroom brick,
duplex apartment. 1631
Ode. AI. Wok cabled, Redd 30
Meadows. Phone 753-5603.
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
lei ester boater, 2
metal AA ssalasi, 3 motel silk tall.., 3 pc. Amiss
ros. setts, aN pie ode, Cam=
living room, dining room,
Farmer
Avenue, 1 753-3744.
ice chit, glass dr. *eh, If..,flee has, book cases, celeden
, sub di.,., maw table "ewe, Nom Imkitchen, den, 2 bathr, 3
bedroom living room and
ps, kens Mews, pottery, done ion, a logs, glass top ps. kors,
1974 12 x 60 Trailer. Strong
ice own freezer, Mores, pressers cooken,
miles from Murray on
dirtette, kitchen, bath, 2
iipa mirrors, mph cleirt of drawers, cberry tido table, eat. dewy
and well built. Two
FIVE ACRE tracts on
frames, ceder chid, coder tilos, ed.
Mayfie
web
storag
nicker,
bedside
ld
Road. Call 753e rooms, Private
dee, ant. wood desk, beseenette, eat. redle, ant.
bedroom, central heat
ascii, 2 sid tweaks, giesindro,
Kerby Jennings Trail(Ky
storing
awe,
More Ms, old hooks, ice toomod, meidare ornonseble,
8182 for appointment.
drive and carport. Shady
vases, sido tables, Wis. iris beds,
and air. Strapped down
1918), a blacktop road,
weed
bids, wilt beets, oak Avery fah, poster had, odd tables, Ant,
yard. $90.00. Call 492-8174
mewl choirs, leld-inheel, csedi md
and underpinned. See at
Wee, roc. chooser, soctioad
near Hamlin, Ky and
beemiedi, 3 eld niedlirs, wed rugs, porch
COLDWATER, 1 year,
Meg, need low choirs,
157 Riviera Cts. or call
andel glider swing, tied his, toys, bed & vendee fedi, drop
Chandler Park. These lots
cents, bee Re,step "dee,deel traps, ebeide
new, large 3 bedroom
eel pomp, coal skeddlos, Moulders, Maio eorip.. 2 easy jolts,
753-4152.
are located in an ea
ammo IS...Ire emetbegie ereetho.
-house. Extra large tot, 2
1200..boom ball meolly el Ohm pellet a red ow, Mb.w
clusive development near
eeld be be tern dome sod 111111•41111, 1116111,111111616
For Rent
car attached garage,
time ilk for rompuoL
Kentucky lake. It is only
WE BUY used mobile
2 Bedroom Apartments
patio, separate laundry
TOMS, Cask us PorsoadhW Checks, Lando Available
homes. Top prices paid.
a short distance to boat
Stove,
refrigerator,
room, central air and
Mr. I Mrs. E. Porter Wheeler, tumors
launch
ing
Saddle and Spur Trailer
facilit
ies
water furnished, all
at
heat, built-in range and
Chandler Park. Each
Sales, Paducah. Call 442electric, central heat
Also By Special Consignment
dishwasher. Extract is nicely wooded and
1918 or 443-8226.
and air.
at the some location, because of bed health Mr. A. B.
traordinary. Must see to
WItsoltr has been forced IO
has good building sites.
Start at s115 month, no
retire from the farming business 1 will offer this FM!
appreciate. Call 489-2493
Equipawat For Sale At Pubk
Electric and phone are in
1973, 12 z 60, all electric.
pets
the area Reasonably
central heat and air, with
MX/10
Murray Manor
ti°n1A 4 ROW TURES TYPE TOBACCO SETTER, 1 r. eV; 1955
1111TOMAT1ONAL 2 TON ntnat, cll., 2
priced. John C. Neubauer,
service pole, steps and
spied elle, web 14' Grob Bed. 1961 FORD 1ln TON MCI,6 cyl,
Apartnignts
FOR
SALE
2 owed ado, IT weed bed, 101i 211Realtor, 505 Main Street.
tires. 1975 INTONATIONAL LOAD STAR 161111-2 TON TRUCK, 145
porch. Call 435-4537 after 5
VS, 3 wood MA,
753-8668
Alidirest
BY
OWNE
R
Murray
,
753-010
WIN
OK',
end
1
cattle
rock.
22
or 753taw hirla Wee, MOO stied miles, MI AO"
p.m.
1114 FOIM 250 mom,6
cyi.,
speed
3
treas.,
new
6
ply
Built
tires.
Roofs
-up
INS
FOOD 3000 TRACTOR, 3 syl, mew Wry,
k/
Attractive 3 bedroom
7531.
peed *et beeper, plower
S.
spread gelding, "yd. centrehi. 100.3 FORD SUNNI
brick on well lanTRACTOR, owe tiros, Wry, bumper,IN. we. 2114"
Wood Shingles
DEAR.
BORN PLOW 6' MAMORU ADJ. DISC. 2 ROW MARION* SPRING
INAMI CULTIVATOR wieb dew pipe hypi
dscaped lot; with living
-43. Real Estate
Moder, GaAVES NEEL TYPE RAY LOAM,lie ow. 1 ROLL BRACE
,/ Asphalt Roofs
MIN,
11111 STAITCNE13, PIPE SIMMONS.
room-dining room comDROP CORDS, STABILIZER ATTACNMENTS, P11111000. 41 LOS. MOE,
AMINO, MUM 111A111011, 7.55 GA/
bination,
Need Capable People
DN
DRUMS, 2512" FORD PLOW, 3 Pt. LW? PIK 5NP (US) 26"
Now and Old Roofs
1
bath;
BEAUTIFUL
GARDEN Mak 20 tee bylines&
leak
breezeway with garage,
WELDING ROOS, OILS, FLUIDS, 12' I 16' TARPIXIM 1 CMANI
SHAM'
LOT. 1973
to fill positions in food preparation. Kitchen work
NOWT, 1 COME ALONG, CANES,(RAINS. as
TANI,
NEATER,
BIRO.
51.10511
DUC1ETS
some
.
MANY
mobile
model
drapes
ITEMS
TOO
, all apand waitresses, day time work
home with 2
NUMEROUS TO MENTION
bedrooms, 1 bath, central
pliances,
FOR Fmr
including
UITNA111
va
.
llt.Z
A OSI o
CONT
woor
ACT
Apply in person
Robert Swift-owner
washer and dryer. Good
gas heat, central electric
r,
Monday through Friday, 4-5 p.m.
neighborhood in city
air. Home like new,
it. 1, Mayfield,(Cobs) Ky. 3112-2432
limits at
Route 6
Would consider trade for
Seven Sens Restaurant
Murray, Ky
iiiCol. Rubert Ainley
440,40.,.or. sell- fee117 North
$9,600.
641 Mirth, lipirray, Ky.
FdtattrraE.sta47:973Eiron3ker
Street
Call. BOYD-MAJORS
REAt, ESTATE, 105
Call 753-385/
Price Reileced
North 12th. 733-80110.
IIIMOONW
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Ca11,753-3932 or 7533216 aft -4. -

Auction Sale

art and
with 51
nd high

.P gas
d tank
I. $115
I dryer
ertone
n. $200

436-1171

FOOD.
ivered.
,

•

A UU MENU61-. SER vice
COMPANY siding by
Alcoa.
Awnings
by
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.
Call Will Ed Bailey, 497.8897, Bobby Lawreace
492-8879.

54. Free Column
M&B CONSTRUCTION
EIGHT
WEEK
OLD
landscaping,
CO.,
female kitten, tiger
backhoe work, general
striped, grey. Cute and
hauling, bush hogging,
playful. Call 753-3994 or
plowing and discing. Call
753-3535 after 4:30.
436-2540.

c

EEN 26
s. Used
$35.00
4 cues
Phone

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop (old ice
plant).
Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.

CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales, GUTTERING BY Sears,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Sears seamless gutters
Fold down, unique, Good
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Larry
used trailers, 42 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
estimates.
527-7807.
ELECTRICAL
WIRING
51. Services Offered
home and industrial, air
conditioning
and
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
refrigeration, plumbing
Plumbing and Electric.
and heating. Call 474-8841
No jobs too small. Call
or 753-7203.
436-5642 early morning or

DOG LOVERS- Take a look at
this brick home at 1700011,,. It
has a dodo Alt fenced beck
yeril eritb as menace from lb.
peep. Met view pets sib,,.
thus weiled rennin room. Cem
be 2 badmen and sem" or 3
bedroom. While wakes dietetic* of MN. Wain to if.t
leek?
Cal us anytime*

1967 HARLEY DAVISON
74. Electric start. $1,600.
Excellent condition. Call
753-6564.

51. Services Otte.eu

1974 CORVETTE T top,
PAINautomatic, air, all power. EXPERIENCED
Call Jimmy Tubbs 901- TER will do interior or
642-0282 or 901-642-6229. exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.

East Side
Small Engine
Repair

)arts for
436-5377

of
$2.75
ig to
ling.
from
esigns
4x8
6" CD
. Five
board
binet
quare
White
llon.
at 10
tuare
doors
and
.Inc.
'enn.,

Another View

KIRBY VACUUM
Sep- REGULATION SLATED
tember Sale. Free hose
pool table with equipattachment with the
ment, also two church
purchase
of
benches. Call 753-5106
every
upright. Rebuild your old
after 5 p. m.
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per WOOD
HEATERS,
day.
automatic, cast iron fire
box, brick lined; porcelin
enamel cabinet. $199.95.
19. NMI Equipment
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
AC COMBINE model 66,
$150. Bear Cat topper for
long wheel base, pickup 16'60 AMP
Electric service
truck. $65.00. Call 7534545
pole, complete. Call 753or 753-6763.
0870.

WHITE KNIT fabric 350
yards. 50 cents per yard.
Call 753-5281 after 6 p.m.

rial, up
Ith no
53-1976.

24. Miscellaneous

ELECTROLUX SALES TWO YEAR
old, /
1
2 HP.
and service. Call Tony
deep well pump complete.
Montgomery,
Also Honey extractor.
753-6760,
day or night.
Call 753-4091.

40 FT.T.V. Tower. 10 dozen
used bricks. Call 753-6508.
E for
ess or
Mrs.
68.
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ofling
SwifComtmerRocia
Residential

436-2112
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Businessman's Corner
LET'S TALK ABOUT NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING
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unerals
Mrs. Weldon Lyles
Dies Monday With
Rites Thursday

New York Teachers Threaten
Walkout; To Affect 1.1 Million

Encephalitis Reaches Epidemic
Proportions In Jefferson Co.

Momniito-breeding season beBy NICK TA'TRO
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP),_=
In other areas, there were lif. Threat
of a strike in the state health official, reacting fore we can be comfortable,"
Associated Press Writer
these developments in teacher Sacram
ento are ended when 2,- after six cases of viral enNew York City teachers vow- strikes:
Wallace said.
100 teachers agreed to a 4 per
ed to shut down the nation's
cephalitis were confirmed in
NORTH
EAST:
In Atlanta, the Center for
In addition to cent salary
Mrs. Weldon (Hontas Dunn) largest school system
increase.
the Louisville-area, has de- Disease Control reported it had
today
York
New
City,
about
36,000
puLyles of Benton Route Three, with a lengthy strike
In Washingon State, 15,000 clared that the disease has received 30 reports of deaths
that could pils were affected by strikes in
Kirksey community, died add 1.1 million
pupils to the New York State. One-third of students in Tacoma have been reached "epidemic" propor- caused by encephalitis in the
Monday at 11:30 p. m. at the thousands kept
home by walk- the state's school districts were home since Thursday because tions in Jefferson County.
entire nation.
Calvert City Convalescent outs in a dozen states.
of a walkout by 600 teachers
operati
withou
ng
contra
t
cts
for
Howeve
spokes
r,
the
man
for
Center. She was 81 years of age.
Encephalitis outbreaks diminwho seek a one-year contract
Meanwhile, several thousand teachers.
the Kentucky Bureau for ish when nighttime temperaThe deceased was preceded in students returned
with
a
14
per
cent
wage
hike.
to classes
Board of Education chief PeHealth Services said Monday tures drop into the 50s, inhibdeath by her husband, Weldon after settlements
in scattered ter Fort said Saratoga County School officials are seeking a that
no other cases of the "St. iting the activity of mosquitoes
Lyles, on August 5 of this year. strikes Monday.
Pay boosts for teachers who joined a four-day restraining order. Schools Louis" strain
This series of columns is prepa
of the disease, which transmit the disease to
At the time of his death they had teachers in the new
red by the
closed
in
the
Kitsap
Distric
t
contracts strike last week would be peadvertising staff of The Murray
also
known
sleeping sick- humansn usually picking it up
as
been married for sixty years. ranged from about
Ledger 8
were
to reopen today after 6,900
3 per cent to nalized two days pay for each
Times Left to right are Barbara
ness, have been confirmed in from birds which have been inMrs. Lyles was born March 22, 10.5 per cent.
studee
Alexander,
nts
missed
a
day
of
day they were out and loose
advertising manager, and Frank
1894, and was the daughter of
fected by other mosquitoes, a
classes. Teachers agreed to a the state.
School officials said New one year's tenure under
Gonzales
a state 10.5
About 45 persons in Kentucky spokesman for the center said.
and Debra Miller, 'sales people
the
late
John
Dunn
Sarah
and
per cenrhike, about 4.5 per
York City's 950 schools would law banning public
. Contact any
employe cent
are suspected of having the disone of them at 753-1919 for
Gingles Dunn.
less than asked.
open for the second day of the strikes. Teache
assistance with
Symptoms of the disease inrs returned
ease, but it has not been conSurvivors
your advertising program.
are
three fall term despite the strike
MIDWEST: In northern firmed
but Monday after okaying a threethrough blood tests that clude fever, headache, dizzidaughters, Mrs. Charles advised handic
apped pupils and year contract calling for pay Ohio's Erie-Huron-Ottawa voca- they
ness, stiffness in the back of
have it, officials said.
MAKING YOUR ADVERTISING BELIEVABLE
(Betty) Nanny of Murray Route those riding
school buses to hikes of 71
tional district, 66 teachers conthe neck, lethargy, confusion,
/
2
,
8
/
and
1
2
9
per
cent.
Thoma
Dr.
s
S.
Wallac
Two,
Jr.,
e
Roy
Graha
m Road, Mrs. stay home.
AND WHY
Most of the 9,500 pupils did not tinued a strike that began Sept. dirctor of the Louisville-Jeffer- failure of muscular coordinaHarry (Virginia) Brown,
Contract negotiations, held in miss classes.
3 over a new contract. Nearly son County Health Depart
In spite of the drastic changes that have taken place in
Hardlri- Route One, and Mrs. the shadow
nient tion and difficulty in speaking.
of a fiscal crisis
1,000 students are out of class. said person
Courts
American society in the past twenty years,
ordere
teache
d
rs
back
should
s
Dave (Noma) Jones, Warren, that could
take some
some
result in the city's to work in three commun
In Michigan, 385 teachers in precautions
business people still do not see the value of
ities
but that they
Mich.; one son, Larry D. Lyles, going bankru
being
pt,
broke
the
St.
off
Clair
Shores
Mon, Mich., dis- should not become unduly BONO^
completely honest in their advertising. Although
of Massachusetts and Rhode
Murray Route Five, Lynnwood day night.
outlawed, bait & switch ads still appear in publica
S
7
74
00/0( Maker
Island and fined union leaders trict ended a strike Monday alarmed by the "epidemic" :Mal
Estates; seven grandchildren,
4110000
tions,
School board spokesmen said for contempt of court
(where a "low -ball" price is advertised with the intenti
in Wil- and the fall term was to open designation.
Don and Dale Nanny, Loman the strike
on
was illegal and a mington, Del., on Monday. New today, a week late. Settlement
of selling a higher priced •product after the custom
That tag is applied when Prime el gado ei local Warta at mesa
er is
Dale and Charles Brown, court order
brought in i, and the businessmen advertising in
would
be sought un- Bedford, Mass., teachers re- details were not released.
more than an average number today foodelied to Me Ledger fc Thins by
this
Renee, Steve, and Jamie Lyles; der a
manner scream to high heaven when caught in the
law
I. It Maw Oe. art rethdlows:
that
bans
A
tentative settlement was of cases of a diseas
striLes by jected a contract offer and
act.
two great grandchildren, Tonya
e are conpublic
employ
es.
reache
d
in
teache
a
Airco
rs
strike
111%
went
on strike.
There are, of course, many ways to fool the reader
firmed, he said.
and Troy Brown.
of
Amer. Motors
5% unc
Scattered strikes by more
that began Thursday in Elgin,
In
Provid
newspaper ads, through insinuating remarks,
ence,
a
judge
Stepha
nie
orAshland
Lynn
Ot1
Gardner, a
Also surviving are one sister, than 50,000
194 -Si
halfteachers affected dered teachers to return to
north
of
Chicag
.T.
A
&
T.
o.
truths, quoting unusually low prices on one-of-a-kindBase
47%
-%
pay
five-year-old Crestwood girl, Boise Cascade
Mrs.
Genella
Padgett about 1 million
in 344i -Si
students else- work in Cumberland and Paw- will be raised from $9,500 to died Sunday of a divulg
stock products as though you had a warehouse full
Ford
Lawre
311
e
/
2
nce, Hardin; three where in nation.
her
of
$9,800 a year, about 3 per cent. physician said
them, and other copywriting ruse. But, even if
tucket.
Motors
48%
was encephalitis. Gen.
brothers, Brent Dunn, Fort
the
Gen. Tire
16% -%
In Chicago, summer vacation
Teache
advertiser gets away with this advertising, withou
rs
sought
$10,200
. The The spokesman for the state Goodrich
FAR WEST: About 1,200
Myers, Fla., D. Y. Dunn, contin
t in17% unc
ued today for 530,000 puvolving himself in a legal complaint, he is still in
union
won
a
no-repr
Gulf
Oil
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guaran
teache
said, however, that chances Pennwalt
for a
rs remained off the job
Lexington, and Albert Dunn, pils
rude awakening which will inevitably come from
as negotiations continued
his
in Berkeley and San Jose, Ca- tee for strikers and a job secur- were "practically nil" that she Quaker Oats
Pompano Beach, Fla.
15% +
would-be customers.
without significant progress.
ity clause.
Republic Steel
3345 -%
died of St. Louis encephalitis.
Mrs. Lyles was a member of Supt.-elect
Singer
12% ow
Joseph P. Hannon
The businessman who allows dishonest statements to
The last encephalitis epidem- Tappan
the Mt. Carmel United
suite
said the sole issue remaining in
western
Unice
creep into his advertising copy is only fooling himself
11%
+%
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in
Louisvi
Method
lle occurred in Zenith
ist Church, located off the week-o
.
ld strike by 27,000
How many times will a customer visit your place
1956. The St. Louis strain was
Highway 299 north of Kirksey, teache
of
rs was money.
business if he finds that what you had advertised is out
Prices of stock of local interest at noon.
responsible that year for 12
where funeral services will be
of
The union's House of DaleEDT, today, furnished to the Ledter &
stock the same day your ad appeared in the paper? How
deaths.
held Thursday at two p.m. with gales,
Times by First of Mithigan, Corp.. of
-voted623 to 2 Monday
Anaas-tiaves-wilisrretistaraer'retniir-ftr=retpritigb'T15yur
"We've got to get out of the Murray, are as follows:
TTeV7 Ibfitisbn'Eagey and'Rev.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
against a one year extension of
advertising, after once being pressured to buy anothe
But officials said motorists
r
Gary Mohler officiating.
U S. Romeo
5% uric
Kentuc
ky
Secret
ary of Justice nevertheless are
the old contract with a wageproduct because the one he came in for is "sold out?" In
Kaufman & Brolld
744 -%
continuing to
Interment will be in the
short, how many times is it possible to make fools of your
Ponderosa Systems
reopener clause if the legisla- Henri L. Mangeot says State drive faster than the law
9% unc
perchurch cemetery with the
Kimberly Clark
00 uric
customers? Usually just once!
ture should find extra money Police won't crack down on mits and that the averag
Union Carbide
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e
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to
make
W.
R.
Grace
for
the
the
666
city
WY
-45
public
schools
speed
'in Kentucky is 60 to 65
.
So what happens to the "sharpie" trying to outfox the
Funeral Home, Benton, where
Texaco
23% unc
In Pennsylvania, teacher Commonwealth look good when m.p.h.
buying public? Little by little he drives what could have
General
Elec.
4401 -1
friends may call after six p. m.
walkouts continued in 23 school it sends a report on enforceGAF Cause
10 AS
been a nice clientele down the street to the man who is
"We're not actually certifying
..
today ( Tuesday).
Georgia
44%
+24
ment
of
the
55
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distric
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ts,
hour
with
completely honest in all of his advertising.
teachers in anthat they are doing 55 m.p.h. or
Pfizer
other slic districts claiming they speed limit to Washington.
ThirtyJim
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five
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rs
of
any
the
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lar speed," said
There used to be a saying among advertising men that
..13% +is
All states have until next John C.
Murray State University Kirsch
were locked out. Disputes inDisney
Roberts, secretary of
went something like this: "Write all of your advertising
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submit
Franklin
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data indicating the state Transportation
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last
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X -45
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copy as though you were talking to a 9 year old, and most
Dehow strictly the speed limit is partme
Association participated in a
391 students.
nt. "The certification inof the people will respond.- It is difficult to recall a time
special workshop conducted
Contract agreements have being enforced.
volves certifying the data on
when this may have been true, but if it ever was true
it
Mangeot said more speeding facts —
last Saturday morning in the
yet to be reached in 112 dissurely is not today. Since the advent of American
average speed, citaHarry Lee Waterfield Student
tricts. Classes were held any- citations have been issued this tions on weight and size
thinking that demanded almost every young person
and
ciJ Chester Durham, former way but some
year than in 1974 and that state tations on
Union Building.
should go to college, and the massive return -to-school of
teache
speeding.
secretary of the Baptist Student set dates for walkou rs have troopers are enforcing the
Initiated by President Cathy
55
older adults who had previously not finished their formal
ts.
"I'll turn in the information
Union at Murray State College,
Strikes began Monday in m.p.h. speed limit.
Cole, the workshop was the first
education, today's advertising is being read and
withou
t
regard
to
whethe
r
it's joint
died Monday at three a.m. at his Mercer County at Reynol
venture of the MSU
ds
evaluated by the most intelligent society the world has
good, bad or indifferent," he
home at 10617 Sunderland Road, District with 125 teachers and
Student Senate and Student
ever known. Even the elderly are far more sophisticated
said. "I don't know if they
2,580 pupils, and Sharon, 735
Activities Board of the present
in their thinking than ever before- Is it any wonder that—I-- Louisville.
know what is passing or failMr. Durham was 60 years of teachers and 4,100 pupils.
semest
dishonesty in advertising doesn't pay? Of course, there
er.
ing."
age and was the administrative
are still a few die-hards around who advertise like they
Walkouts ended in two
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Chicago
He
said
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could
not
,S — A free offer of
"visassistant to the executive Schuylkill County districts:
were selling snake oil off a horse-drawn wagon.
MSU President, was a special
Taspecial laterest to Nees Wm bow
ualize" the federal government
secretary of the Kentucky maqua Area with 122 teacher
guest speaker who highlighted
his de wet seadoestaad words has
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cutting off highway funds to
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the
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right advertising, should be glaringly obvious. It is utter
in
states
the
new
that
don't
enforce the 55
Michael G. Miller of Murray
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and 1,500 Route Five receiv
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Both
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any other manner.
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h Literature from the
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son, Thomas Lee Durham, Sept. 3.
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will get Lexington, in
for active student
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remember, this newspaper maintains a staff that is
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pation on most official
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states are required 'to send
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nt exercises.
Mrs. William Wall, Richmond. 000 next yar, plus a
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Other MSU officials who
ed $10,059 English at
Murray State to Washington.
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ent.
"The question of what we'll
NEXT WEEX: HOW TO FIND OUT WHAT NEWSUniversity and has been with
level, le OM waft. No wires
Home, 149 Breckinridge Lane,
Frank Julian, Vice-president of
Wad from body te bead.
PAPER ADVERTISING CAN DO
MSU since 1968. He was twice do if we find a state that cerLouisville. Interment will be in
Studen
t
Development, Phil
Thom 11111111Ph are froo, se we
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
awarded a Haggin Fellowship tifies it's enforcing the speed
Amateur Radio Club
the Memorial Gardens East,
Bryan, Director of School
I.— pm write for yews mew.
while pursuing his doctorate. limit but didn't supply enough
Louisville.
Agin, we repeat, there is oe cost,
Relations, Dr. Ken Harrell,
To Meet Wednesday
The Murray man, native of data, well, we haven't crossed
Dean of Humanistic Studies, sod certai•ly se obligati's.
that
bridge
yet,"
Hertz said.
Wickliffe, is a graduate of
TheesorMs hese *III* be..
The Murray State Amateur
and Mrs. Lanette Thurman,
aselled, so writs friday te We.
Radio Club will meet Wed- Paducah Tilghman High School
Director of Personal EnrichBeitems Electreaks, 4211 W.
nesday, September 10, at 7:30 in the class of 1959. He was
ment Center.
Victoria Street, Oskar, 111. 60646.
awarde
d
bachel
a
or
of
scienc
e
p.m. at the Ham Shack.
'Anyone interested in amateur degree in physics from the
radio is invited to attend, a club University of Kentucky in 1963
and a master of arts degree in
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A ed — all attempts to save his
spokes
man said.
he is a terrific young man, and
Federal State Market News Service Sep
English in 1968.
young detective, blinded in one eye had failed.
ternber 9. 1975
he will make it back okay."
worked
He
three
years as a Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
eye during an antibusing riot,
"They just broke the word,"
LAKE DATA
McDaniel said he visited
research physicist for Monsanto Report Includes 9-Buying Stations
managed a weak smile when he said Russell McDaniel, 46, chief
Receipts Act, 436 Est 600 Barrows at Gilts
Kentuc
ky
Lake,
7
m.
a.
355.8,
Doughty after doctors came in
Research
Corporation, .25-mostly .50 higher Sows
learned he still has a job on the of the 400-man Jefferson County
mostly steady
with their verdict. Doughty was down 0.1. Below dam 301.8, up Miamisburg,Ohio. He is the son instances 1 00 higher
police force, despite his injury.
Police Department. "He is very concer
US 1-2 200-2301bs........
1.4.
$59.2549 75
ned about his future, the
of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Miller US 1-3 200-240!be
Michael Doughty, a 26-year- depressed."
$59.00-59.25
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.8,
chief said.
US
2-4
240-26011)
a
Paduca
158.25-59.00
of
h.
old bachelor, was one of scores
The news didn't come as a toUS 3-4 260-21101bs
down 0.1. Below dam 302.8,
07 75-56.25
Dr. Miller resides with his Sows
of officers injured last Friday tal shock to the young officer, "I assured him that he would down 0.6.
15000-5100
wife, Phyliss, and two sons, US 1-2 270-350 lbs
night during a brick and bottle who had been promoted to the still be a policeman," McDaniel
US 300-45011m
Sunset 7:15 p. m. Sunrise 6-34
15050-5150
Allan and David, at their home US 1-3 450-650 lbs...
throwing battle between police detective division only recently. said. "He smiled, and a tear a. m.
$511042.50few at 5.1.00
US 2-3 300-5001ba
149.00-50.00
in the Pottertown community. Boars
and about 10,000 antibusing His physicians told him imme- came to the eye that is not
38.00-41.00
bandag
ed.
demonstrators.
diately after the injury there
He was struck in the eye by a was virtually no chance to save
"He said, 'that means more
projectile hurledfrom a sling- the eye.
to me than you will ever know,'
shot type device.
"He is very low, very de- " said McDaniel. "I told him
Doughty received bad news pressed," said McDaniel, a 25- we need him very badly."
Monday that was not unexpect- year veteran of the force. "But
Todd Hollenbach, the county's chief executive officer,
telephoned the young officer,
also to reassure him that his
job is secure, McDaniel said.
"There are many jobs he can
do," the chief said, declining to
mention any specifically. "He's
been with us about five years.
He is too valuable and has too
much experience, so he will
have a job."
Doughty, an all-star baseball
and basketball player in his
high school days in Louisville,
spends most of his time working with youngsters, McDaniel
commented in an interview.
"He worked with youth all
the time," the chief noted.
Tickets are on Sale at
BOnk of Murray, Peoples Bank, long John Silver, Montgomery Wards.
"Just about all his free time he
Contact any Jaycee for more information
spent in Little League, manag•
ing a baseball teem."
Advanced tickets on sale now as follows...Children 12 and unMcDaniel said the riot Friday
der—$1.50, Aduits-$3.00, Family Package-$13.00: Advance Student
l'auf advertisement
r.ight in which Doughty was
Tickers-$2.00, Special "Golden Age" advance tickets-$1.50.
hurt "was one of the worst situGate
prices will be $2.00 for children 12 and under, Adults'A(X).
ations I've ever been conFDIC
fronted with

State Won't Crack Down On
Speed Limit Just For Report

SGA Workshop
Held Saturday

J. Chester Durham
Dies On Monday;
Rites Wednesday

Your're
Never
Too Old
To Hear
Better

Michael G. Miller
Riceives Ph. D.,
English Literature

Detective, Blinded In Riot,
To Still Have Police Position

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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How Do I
Start An Individual
Retirement
Account?

The Murray Calloway
County Jaycees

AMC & BW of North America, Local
117, employed by Ryan Milk Co. of
Murray, Ky. Support UAW 1068 in
getting a fair contract with the Tappan Co.

We also urge all working people to spend their
working dollars where they are appreciated

Brings You

The Hanneford
Family Circus
Tuesday,Sept. 16th
2Shows--6 &8 p.m.

Opening an Individual
'Retirement Account is as easy
as opening a savings acco
unt.
Stop in and one of our
officers
will gladly assist you. Or,
if
wish, call or write and you
necessary forms will be pro the
mptly mailed to you.

Come in and inquire about Bank
of
Murray's MA Accounts.

Bank of Murray
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